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Preface
Dissipative solitons form a new paradigm for the investigation of phenomena involving stable structures in nonlinear systems far from equilibrium. Basic principles
can be applied to a wide range of phenomena in science. Examples of dissipative
solitons include ultra-short pulses from passively mode-locked lasers, nerve pulses,
locahzed formations in reaction-diffusion systems, vegetation clustering in arid lands,
Bose-Einstein condensates in cold atoms, wave phenomena in neural networks, spiral waves in weakly-excitable media and traveling waves in cortical networks. The
variety of systems that admit dissipative solitons is enormous. So is the variety of
mathematical equations they satisfy.
The original notion of solitons that appeared in the context of integrable systems
(e.g. the nonlinear Schrodinger and sine-Gordon equations) is rigid and does not
describe the much wider variety of localised objects that exists in nature. It is a
purely mathematical concept that has hmited applications. The main restriction is
that it applies only to conservative systems; this is an idealisation that is not often
met. As a result, using this notion of the 'soliton', we cannot describe the large
range of phenomena that we are deahng with in everyday life.
Considering real systems that have dissipation is closer to reality. Moreover, most
of the dynamical systems have an energy supply to compensate for losses. Taking
these physical phenomena into account, in addition to nonlinearity and dispersion
from the original notion, enriches the concept significantly. The name "systems far
from equilibrium" comes from the works of Nobel prize winner Prigogine. These are
also known as "dissipative systems". Localised objects in these dynamical systems,
formed under the action of the combined effects of nonlinearity, dispersion, energy
supply and losses can be called "dissipative sohtons".

This technical term appeared in the scientific Uterature relatively recently, but
now is widespread in numerous journal publications. There are several books and
special issues on the subject. Several conferences and workshops have been organised
on the topic of dissipative solitons in the past decade.
The present thesis is devoted to certain aspects of dissipative solitons that have
not been studied before. New types of dissipative solitons are found and considered
theoretically. My contribution to this novel scientific direction is relatively small, but
it can find important applications in practice. I hope that this work will complement
the concept of dissipative solitons and will be useful for future scientific progress in
the area.
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Abstract
T h e notion of dissipative solitons is a useful concept that allows us to describe, in
general terms, a variety of phenomena in physics, chemistry, biology and medicine.
Some specific features of these formations are common for all of them, independent
of the problem that we are solving and the model we are using.

Many problems

in optics involving gain and loss can be formulated in terms of a single "master
equation" that is, in one or another form, of the complex cubic-quintic GinzburgLandau equation ( C G L E ) type.
In this thesis, I perform a theoretical study of dissipative solitons and dissipative soliton complexes in the frame of the cubic-quintic complex Ginzburg-Landau
equation. The model, based on the C G L E , includes cubic and quintic nonlinearities
of both dispersive and dissipative types. T h e master equation and a nonlinear dynamical system governed by it will be discussed in the Introductory chapter. The
cubic-quintic complex Ginzburg-Landau equation has a variety of soliton solutions
whose analytic forms are unknown. In order to find those solutions, we used nmnerical simulations and various approximate techniques.
In Chapter 2, Lagrangian techniques are applied to dissipative systems described
by the complex Ginzburg-Landau equation ( C G L E ) . In particular, using Lagrangian
equations, I re-derive known exact solutions of the C G L E . I also apply the technique
to finding approximate solutions for pulsating solitons. The latter are uniciue formations specific to dissipative systems that can be found mostly using numerical
simulations. Lagrangian method allows us to obtain analytical expressions for the
basic parameters of these solutions.
Chapter 3 shows, numerically, that coupled soliton pairs in nonlinear dissipative
systems modeled by the cubic-quintic complex Ginzburg-Landau equation can exist

in various forms. They can be stationary, or they can pulsate periodically, (luasiperiodically or chaoticaUy, as is the case for single solitons. In particular, new types
of vibrating and shaking soliton pairs have been found. Each type is stable in the
sense that a given bound state exists in the same form indefinitely. New solutions
appear at special values of the equation parameters, thus bifurcating from stationary
pairs. Mixed soliton pairs, formed by two different types of single solitons, have been
shown. Regions of existence of the new types of pair solutions and corresponding
bifurcation diagrams are presented.
For equations that cannot be solved exactly, the trial function approach to modelling soliton solutions represents a useful approximate technique.

It has to be

supplemented with the Lagrangian technique or the method of moments to obtain
a finite dimensional dynamical system which can be analyzed more easily than the
original partial differential equation; in Chapter 4, using the method of moments for
dissipative optical solitons, I show that there are two disjoint sets of fixed points.
These correspond to the stationary solitons of cubic-quintic CGLE with concave
and convex phase profiles. Numerical sinmlations confirmed the predictions of the
method of moments for the existence of two types of solitons which we call solitons
and antisolitons. Their characteristics are distinctly different.
In Chapter 5, using the Lagrangian formalism, with a trial function for dissipative optical 2D soliton beams, it is demonstrated that there are two disjoint sets of
stationary soliton solutions of the complex cubic-quintic Ginzburg - Landau equation, with concave and convex phase profiles. These correspond to continuously
self-focusing and continuously self-defocusing types of 2D solitons. Their characteristics are distinctly different, as the energy for their existence can be generated
either at the center or in the outer layers of the soliton beam. These predictions
are corroborated with direct numerical simulations of the Ginzburg-Landau equation. Regions of existence in the parameter space of these two types of solutions are
found and they are in reasonable agreement with the predictions of the Lagrangian
approach.
Direct immerical simulations allow us to find more complicated localized solutions around these regions.

These solutions lack cylindrical synmietry and/or

pulsate in time. Examples of the complex behavior of these beams are presented

In Chapter 6. Here, I also present transformations of continuously self-focusing and
self-defocusing dissipative solitons are analyzed. Dissipative media admit the existence of two types of stationary self-organized beams: continuously self-focused and
continuously self-defocused.

Each beam is stable inside of a certain region of its

existence. Beyond these two regions, beams lose their stability, and new dynamical
behaviors appear. Several types of instabilities related to each beam configuration
are shown, and examples of beam dynamics in the areas adjacent to the two regions
are presented. We have shown that, in one case beams lose the radial symmetry
while in the other one the radial symmetry is conserved diiring complicated beam
transformations.
In Chapter 7, dissipative ring solitons with vorticity in the frame of the(2-|-l)dimensional cubic-quintic complex Ginzburg-Landau equation are discussed and it
is shown that radially symmetric ring structTires with any vorticity rn can be stable
in a finite range of parameters. Beyond the region of stability, the solitons lose the
radial symmetry but may remain stable, keeping the same value of the topological
charge. Bifurcations into solitons with n-fold bending symmetry, with n independent
of m are presented. Solitons without circular symmetry can also display (m-l-l)-fold
modulation behaviour. A sequence of bifurcations can transform the ring soliton into
a pulsating or chaotic state which keeps the same value of the topological charge as
the original ring.
Finally, in Chapter 8, the effect of various perturbations on the fundamental
rational solution of the nonlinear Schrodinger equation (NLSE) are studied. This
solution describes generic nonlinear wave phenomena in the deep ocean, including
the notorious rogue waves. It also describes light pulses in optical fibres. It was found
that the solution can survive at least three types of perturbations that are often
used in the physics of nonlinear waves. It is also shown that the rational solution
remains rational and localized in each direction, thus representing a modified rogue
wave. Although the equations that we are using in this chapter are conservative, the
solutions are located on a finite background exchanging energy with the background.
Thus, the localised part of the solution does represent a dissipative soliton.
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Chapter 1
Introduction:

Dissipative

Solitons: a new paradigm for the
investigation of locahzed
structures in nonhnear systems
T h e concept of the dissipative sohton has received wide recognition in optics (physics
in general) [1], biology and medicine [2].

This concept allows many diverse phe-

nomena in nature to be miderstood and studied in a simple and systematic way. It
represents a unifying notion in science, since it stresses c o m m o n features in a variety
of complicated behaviors of self-localized formations. T h e most prominent feature of
dissipative solitons is that they exist only when there is a continuous energy supply
from an external source.
solitons are found.

This energy has to be dissipated in the medium where

Thus, their formation requires a balance between the energy

supplied and lost. This balance has to be exact in order to prevent overheating or
cooling down of the system and the subsequent disappearance of the soliton. T h e
exact balance is provided by the highly involved nonhnear dynamics in the system,
which implies that dissipative solitons have to be self-organized. Their shape, amphtude, width and all other parameters are unique for given external conditions.
Dissipative solitons can be natural, i.e.

they can exist in nature as a result of a

relaxation to a localized formation under the influence of solar heating and dissipa-

tion, or they can be artificial objects created by scientists. In the latter case, they
can be used in modern technology.
The name " Dissipative system" was coined in [3] for systems considered in nonequilibrium thermodynamics. These systems are not isolated, but are kept in contact
with an external source that provides energy for the smaller subsystem. Thus dissipation is essential for the transfer of pumped energy to a "cooler".

Hence the

notion "dissipative system" is more complicated. It assumes that there is also an
energy supply part, rather than just losses. Localized structures in these systems,
i.e., "dissipative solitons" deserve to be an established scientific key phrase.

The

dissipative soliton concept is a fundamental extension of that for solitons in conservative and integrable systems. It includes ideas from three major sources, viz.
standard soliton theory developed since the 1960s, ideas from nonlinear dynamics
theory and Prigogine's ideas of systems far from equilibrium and self-organization
[3]. These are basically the three sources and three component parts of this novel
paradigm.

Physically speaking, the major part of standard soliton theory is the

notion of the balance between dispersion and nonlinearity that allows stationary
localized solutions to exist. For dissipative systems, we need to observe that the
important balance is between gain and loss - this condition is necessary for solitons
to be stationary objects. Even the slightest imbalance will result in the solution
either growing indefinitely, if gain prevails, or disappearing completely because of
the dissipation. Thus, instead of a single balance, we have to consider a composite
balance between several physical phenomena.
The second part of our foundation - nonlinear dynamics - inspires us with the
idea of a soliton as a fixed point of an infinite-dimensional dynamical system. Stability properties of fixed points determine the stability of the soliton itself. Fixed
points can be transformed into limit cycles at certain values of the system parameters, and then the soliton becomes a pulsating object. Further transformations
may include irregular behaviour of the trajectory, thus creating chaotic solitons.
Therefore, nonlinear dynamics supplies us with the ideas of soliton bifurcations and
the chaotic evolution of solitons. Since we consider infinite-dimensional dynamical
systems, there is a huge variety of types of solitons and their bifurcations.
Finally, the third part of the basis - the theory of systems far from eciuilibrium

- tells us that solitons are self-organized formations requiring a continuous supply
of matter or energy. As soon as that supply finishes, a dissipative soliton ceases to
exist. In simple terms, self-organization is a convergence of certain initial conditions
to a localized solution of the system that is stable for a given set of external parameters. Thus the final state is determined by the physical laws and not by the initial
condition. For infinite-dimensional dynamical systems, this stable solution can be
very complicated. It is not necessarily a smooth function with a single maximum
and exponentially-decaying tails. Moreover, there can be several stable solutions
existing for the same set of parameters. This can even happen in the case of a relatively simple equation like the complex cubic-quintic Ginzburg-Landau equation.
The majority of processes in nature are governed by far more complicated dynamical factors. Thus, stationary solutions of these systems can be considerably more
involved.
From this point of view, the idea of self-organization allows us to extend the
concept of dissipative solitons to highly complicated objects such as animal species
and the formation of life itself. How far we can go in extending our principles in
this direction only depends upon our imagination. Adding to this complexity, when
a system converges to a solution, is not necessarily a stationary solution but can be
a limit cycle or a strange attractor in an infinite-dimensional phase space. Many
biological processes like heart beats and nerve pulse propagation have been described
using simple mathematical modeling.
Generally defined, solitons are the simplest locahzed solutions of a certain class of
partial differential evolution equations [4]. First, they were introduced as nonlinear
'modes' of the KdV equation, so that they allow us to solve initial value problems [5],
when considered together with radiation waves. Indeed, when a system is integrable,
its solutions can be constructed using the inverse scattering technique [4]. Further
generalization to non-integrable systems [6] shows that localized travelling wave
solutions can be found and analyzed using some basic approaches from nonlinear
dynamics. One of the powerful techniques that can be applied to these systems is
that which employs Hamiltonian equations. These are helpful in fornmlating the
problem in term of a Hamiltonian [7] when the system is integrable, and in finding
stationary solitons and stability regions for them if the problem is not integrable [8].

There is the older term "autosohton" which comes from the book by Keriier
and Osipov [9]. As the title of this book suggests, the authors consider localized
solutions from Prigogine's point of view as self-organized structures. More specifically, the name "autosohton" came naturally from the theory of reaction-diffusion
systems [10], Usually, it had to be supplemented with the notions of "activator"
and "inhibitor" to be understood in its full complexity. The root of the word itself
originates from the term "auto-oscillations" in the theory of "flutter and shimmy"
which can be understood as "self-propelled" solitons. In a few cases, this term has
even been used in optics. Throughout this thesis, the term "dissipative soliton" is
used as the one that covers the majority of relevant phenomena in optics, biology
and medicine. As a fuller explanation, it means "soliton in a dissipative system",
where "dissipative system" is to be understood in Prigogine's sense as a sub-system
with an external pump of energy, rather than a system with losses only. An optical
laser is one of the examples of such sub-system in optics [11 .
There is a significant difference between solitons in Hamiltonian systems and in
dissipative ones. In Hamiltonian systems, soliton solutions appear as a result of a
balance between diffraction (or dispersion) and nonlinearity. Diffraction spreads the
beam, while nonlinearity focuses it and makes it narrower. The balance between the
two results in stationary solutions. These usually form a one-parameter family. In
systems with gain and loss, in order to have stationary solutions, gain and loss nnist
be balanced in the first place. The two balances result in solutions which are fixed.
The shape, amplitude and the width are all fixed and dejiend on the parameters of
the equation. For telecommunication applications, the rigidity of the soliton may
provide efficient suppression of noise and stop any drift in the soliton parameters.
Clearly, stationary dissipative solitons can be considered as fixed points of an
infinite-dimensional dynamical system. Thus, their parameters are fixed. These
formations are stable on propagation, provided the system parameters are chosen in
appropriate regions. In general, dissipative solitons are not necessarily stationary.
In other words, fixed points are not the only objects that may exist in such systems.
For example, a limit cycle is another, more complicated, object that can exist in the
phase space of the dynamical system. It corresponds to a pulsating soliton where the
parameters oscillate periodically [12]. These solitons usually exist in regions of the

parameter space which are adjacent to those of stationary sohtons. However, even
in this case, the sohton characteristics are fixed, i.e. the period of the pnlsations and
the shapes at particular points of the period are all fixed, since they are functions
of the system parameters. One more possiblility is that the dissipative soliton can
be chaotic [12], If the soliton is chaotic, the characteristics of this chaotic behaviour
are also given by the parameters of the system.
Examples of dissipative sohtons include [1, 2] ultra-short pulses from passively
mode-locked lasers, nerve pulses, localized formations in reaction-diffusion systems,
vegetation clustering in arid lands, Bose-Einstein condensates in cold atoms, wave
phenomena in neuron networks, spiral waves in weakly-excitable media and traveling waves in cortical networks. This list is far from being complete. The variety of
systems that admit dissipative sohtons is enormous. So is the variety of mathematical equations they satisfy. Nevertheless, they all have a common feature: they only
"live" in the presence of a continuous energy supply from an external source. Thus,
they can be studied using certain common rules and principles.
Passively mode-locked lasers generate dissipative sohtons [13]. This occurs naturally when the cavity is designed to have better finesse at higher intensities of the
optical field than at lower ones. There is a variety of lasers, including solid-state,
dye, semiconductor and fiber examples [14, 15] with a large immber of designs of
passive mode-locking mechanisms. The pulses that are generated in this way are
perfect examples of self-organized structures.

The temporal shape and spectrum

of the pulses depend on several cavity parameters and can be varied over a wide
range. Pulses can take sec/i-profiles, Gaussian profiles, almost rectangular "fiat-top"
profiles, etc. Dissipative solitons can be generated for both anomalous and normal
average cavity dispersions [16]. It turns out that normal cavity dispersion may lead
to extremely high energy output pulses [17 .
The number of equations that admit soliton solutions is enormous. Originally,
they represented the class of completely integrable partial differential equations
(PDE), such as the Korteweg-de Vries (KdV) and nonlinear Schrodinger (NLS)
equations [4],
6].

Later, this class was extended to include non-integrable equations

Localized travelling wave solutions were found and analyzed using some ba-

sic approaches from nonlinear dynamics. These are mostly the so-called 'extended

NLSEs'. Even though they are not completely integrable, some of them admit soliton solutions in analytic form. However, many equations have soliton solutions that
cannot be written analytically.
One of the most popular approaches to study dissipative sohtons is based on the
complex cubic-quintic Ginzburg-Landau equation (CGLE). The COLE is a generic
equation that describes systems near sub-critical bifurcations [19, 20] . Generally,
CGLE has wide range of apphcations in various branches of physics, chemistry and
biology.

An extensive list of applications can be found in the review paper by

Aranson and Kramer [21]. This enormous sphere of knowledge has been dubbed
"The world of the Ginzburg-Landau equation" [21].

The cubic-quintic complex

equation has so many different types of solutions that this area of expertise is a whole
world by itself. Even if we restrict ourselves to localized solutions, i.e. dissipative
solitons of CGLE, the variety of these objects is still not known in its full complexity
although the regions of soliton existence have been studied quite extensively [22, 23,
24], The model based on the CGLE includes cubic and quintic nonlinearities of
both dispersive and dissipative types. The normalized master equation in the ( H - l )
dimensional case reads [25, 21] :
+

+ 1^1 V + i^lV^lV = iH +

+ i/3i)tt +

V

(1-1)

The right-hand-side of Eci.(l.l) includes all dissipative terms. When used to describe
passively mode-locked lasers, the CGLE represents a distributed propagation model,
in which z is the distance traveled inside the cavity, t is the retarded time,

is the

normalized envelope of the field, D is the group velocity dispersion coefficient, with
D = ± 1 , depending on whether the group velocity dispersion (GVD) is anomalous
or normal, respectively. The coefficients (5, e,/3 and // control the averaged linear
loss in the cavity (when negative), nonlinear gain (if positive), spectral filtering
or gain dispersion (if positive), and saturation of the nonlinear gain (if negative),
respectively.

This master equation can be applied to the modeling of passively

mode-locked lasers in the short pulse regime of operation. In principle, a contimious
model should be valid when changes in the pulse during a round trip are relatively
small, but we have determined that the validity of the predicted dynamics can be
qualitatively good even in cases of stronger internal pulse dynamics.

The laser

is assumed to be in a stationary regime, so that all transient effects which occur
after starting the laser have vanished. Dissipative terms describe the averaged gain
and loss processes taking place when the pulse moves in the cavity. Higher-order
dissipative terms describe the cumulative nonlinear transmission characteristics of
the cavity, including the passive mode-locking mechanism. The cubic-quintic CGLE
admits a wide variety of soliton solutions [26, 27, 29, 30].

The presence of six

parameters in the equation makes it difficult to find all of these solutions at once.
In order to find those solutions, numerical simulations are needed.
The cubic-quintic complex CGLE allows the prediction of highly comphcated
pulse dynamics, such as "exploding solitons" [59, 31, 32]. Finding qualitatively new
solutions of the CGLE significantly broadens the "world of the Ginzburg-Landau
equation" [21] and, indeed, these solutions can be useful in aU areas of science
where this universal equation can be applied. For instance, preliminary modeling is
essential to provide rough estimates for the range of parameters that would lead to
the generation of pulses with the highest possible energy from a single laser oscillator.
During numerical computations with the propagation equation, the magnitude
that is most often monitored is the energy, Q, carried by a certain solution after a
propagation distance of t. It is defined by
oo

/

-oo

For a dissipative system, Q is a function of t rather than a conserved quantity.
Convenience of monitoring the energy Q is clear from the following considerations.
For localized solutions, Q is finite. Decaying solutions result in Q converging to
zero. When the localized solution is stationary, Q takes a constant value. Stable
localized solutions show convergence of Q to a constant when starting from an initial
condition that is not a solution of the CGLE. Thus, stability of a sohton obtained
this way follows directly from numerical simulations. When the sohton solution is
pulsating in t, the quantity Q also oscillates on propagation. In this instance, we
denote the maxima and minima of Q by QM and Qm, respectively. Chaotic solitons
generally produce chaotic evolution of Q.
For a dissipative system, the energy is not conserved, but it evolves in accordance
with a balance equation [25]. If the solution stays localized, the energy can evolve

but it remains finite. Furthermore, when a stationary solution is reached, the energy, Q, converges to a constant value. For equations that cannot be solved exactly
it is also helpful to find certain approximations that will simplify the analysis of
their regions of existence in the space of parameters of the original equation. The
trial function approach allows us to make prehminary investigations in cases where
it seems impossible to obtain an exact solution. It has to be supplemented with
the Lagrangian technique or the method of moments to obtain a finite dimensional
dynamical system which can be analyzed more easily than the original partial differential equation. A trial function is a simple analytic function that has amplitude
and phase profiles that are as close as possible to the real solution. In majority of
cases, this is either a Gaussian or a sech-function with a finite number of parameters
that control the shape and the chirp of the soliton. These parameters are usually
functions of time that evolve subject to the constraints of the system and finally
converge to a fixed point or a limit cycle. The evolution of these parameters is governed by a finite-dimensional dynamical system (FDDS) that can be derived from
the original PDE.
There are several techniques that can be used to derive the FDDS. The most
popular one is the Lagrangian technique. It has been first used in sohton theory
by Anderson [33]. Another technique was developed later by Maimistov [34], and is
called 'the method of moments'. The third techinque known to use trial functions
is the "collective variable approach" (CVA) [35, 36, 37].
The notion of the dissipative sohton has emerged from a three-part foundation.
To be specific, these parts are classical sohton theory, nonlinear dynamics (with its
theory of bifurcations) and Prigogine's concept of self-organization. These underlying ideas set us up for a comprehensive understanding of the new notion and allow
us to explain the basic properties of solitons in dissipative systems.

Chapter 2
Dissipative solitons with a
Lagrangian approach
T h e material presented in this chapter appears in my pubhcation [50].
T h e Lagrangian minimisation approach is a popular method of finding solutions
of equations when the exact solution does not exist, but we know from numerical
simulations that a solution with certain features can be found. The method has been
applied to a variety of partial differential equations that admit localised solutions.
While, initially, the method started with approximating soliton solutions of the
NLSE, which is well known to have such solutions, the real advantage of the method
is revealed when the solutions are not known.

In this case, we have a chance to

obtain some analytic approximations that can find useful applications.
In this Chapter, I apply Lagrangian techniques to dissipative systems described
by the complex Ginzburg-Landau equation ( C G L E ) that is used for modelling passively mode-locked fiber lasers and all-optical soliton transmission lines. In particular, using Lagrangian equations, I re-derive known exact solutions of the C G L E .
I also apply the technique to finding approximate solutions for pulsating solitons.
T h e latter are unique formations specific to dissipative systems that can be found
mostly using numerical simulations.

The Lagrangian method allows us to obtain

analytical expressions for the basic parameters of these solutions.

Introduction
Generally defined, solitons are the simplest localized solutions of a certain class of
partial differential evolution equations [4]. First, they were introduced as nonlinear
'modes' of the KdV equation, so that they allow us to solve initial value problems [5],
when considered together with radiation waves. Indeed, when a system is integrable,
its solutions can be constructed using the inverse scattering technique [4], Further
generalization to non-integrable systems [6] shows that localized travelling wave
solutions can be found and analyzed using some basic approaches from nonhnear
dynamics. One of the powerful techniques that can be applied to these systems is
that which employs Hamiltonian equations. These are helpful in formulating the
problem in term of a Hamiltonian [7] when the system is integrable, and in finding
stationary solitons and stability regions for them if the problem is not integrable [8 .
The notion of solitons can be generalized to cover dissipative systems [1], Dissipative solitons are already well-defined objects in optics. Various techniques have
been applied to investigate them, with numerical simulations being the most powerful. For dissipative systems, there are no conserved quantities that can be used
to solve particular problems. In particular, Hamiltonian methods cannot be used
here. However, for dissipative systems, we can write down the Lagrangian and use
Lagrangian equations to derive soliton solutions.
Here, I formulate Lagrangian equations for the CGLE and apply them to rederive known solutions of this equation, and also analyze pulsating solutions that
are only known from immerical simulations.

In the latter case, solutions can be

approximated by various localized trial functions that allow us to reduce the system
to a finite-dimensional dynamical system. Solutions in the form of limit cycles for
this dynamical system correspond to pulsating dissipative solitons.

In the final

section, I present some new results for this topic.
The complex Ginzburg-Landau equation (CGLE) is a general model for dissipative systems, describing a vast variety of nonhnear phenomena in physics [21].
In this chapter, we use it in the same form as before (1.1). The application of the
variational integral and Euler equations has been explained in [43], p.276, where
the use of the Lagrange density and its relation to the Euler-Lagrange equations for

the Schrodinger equation and other conservative equations are also given (p.314). I
adopt the Lagrangian [action]
L =

Ld dx

(2.1)

where L^ is the Lagrangian density. Here, we have
L =
for field

B'lp*\ ,

-

D

I

ly

(2.2)

z).

Here, I have defined
=
liPl^'dx

and

dtp

P =

dx

dx.

Now, Q = 52 is the total pulse energy. The rate of change of Q is [25
Qz = ^

= 2{SQ -HP

+ eS, +

(2.3)

Now if we apply the Euler-Lagrange equations to the CGLE, we obtain:
d did
dz dtpl

, d did

did

dx dipl

dxp*

+

=

R,

(2.4)

where a subscript x or 2; means derivative w.r.t. that variable, * indicates complex
conjugate and R indicates the dissipative terms of the CGLE, viz.,
R =

+

+

+

(2.5)

For a stationary solution (i.e not a pulsating solution [26] for example), the energy
Q is constant and so the term

= ^

is also zero (see page 271 of [25]). This

condition constrains the solutions.
Of course, if we have a stationary state, then the soliton profile does not depend
on 2:. The solution written as a complex function in general form
i^{x,z)

=

B{x)exp{-ie{z)),

has the complex amplitude function B{x)
\B{x)\. The phase function 6{z)

(2.6)

that does not depend on 2. Thus \ip\ =

= u) z \s a. hnear function of z, so 0'{z) = uj. If we

use this ansatz, then the first term in the real part of the Lagrangian reduces to:
oo

/

\B{x)\^dx

=

-ujQ.

(2.7)

For the (real) term P, we have
CXD

poo

/ -oo \B'{x)\''dx = - J—oo B*{x)B"{x)dx,

(2.8)

assuming a localized function, i.e. that B{x) vanishes at ±00.

The signs of the

parameters in Eq.(l.l) are defined by the physics of the optical system (see [25]).
In optics, we usually have 5 < 0,/U < 0, e > 0 , >

0 , so then the 'gain' term is

£54. In some cases, we can regard the stationary solution as the one which takes
minimum energy from the environment. However, in general it is not sufficient to
have a solution constrained by ^ = 0 while retaining one free parameter, and then
maximizing the 'gain' relative to that parameter.
Up till now, the Lagrangian has mostly been used to find approximate solutions
of conservative systems, like the nonlinear Schroedinger equation (NLSE) or the
NLSE with a non-Kerr-law term [i.e. u ^ Q]. (See [44], [45], [46]). For a trial
solution containing parameters fj,j

= 1,2

, the standard variational approach

can be modified to allow for dissipative terms like self-stee])ening and magnetic
effects (see [47],[48],[49]). We have, from Eq.(2.2),
"
dz \dfj

^^
Of

r

df

y

(2.9)

for each parameter / . Our purpose here in this part is quite different in that we
seek exact solutions of the CGLE, which is a dissipative system involving a balance
between gain and loss in various parts of a pulse. Of course, the pulse could be a
signal travelling along an optical fibre, an electric or magnetic field distribution, or
function giving a distribution of temperature, pressure or number of particles [1 .
If we have an ansatz, then the derivative of the Lagrangian w.r.t any parameter
should be equal to an integral involving the dissipative terms. This may or may not
be zero. We now show how this works. It is thus a new way to find solutions of the
CGLE.

2.1

General formalism for localised solutions

In this section, I apply the Lagrangian formalism to find stationary soliton solutions,
i.e. sohitions which have the form of Eq.(2.6), of the CGLE. Then, using eq.(2.9),

we have, for a general parameter / :
dL

d

fdL\

df

dz

\ d f j

1 dilj*

^ 2 Re

\

ixP* df

S\B\^ + e\B\^ +

+

dx .

(2.10)

Now, suppose, the parameter / m eq.(2.10) is / = d{z). Notmg that
1 dip*
li^* oe

=

1

(2.11)

from Eq.(2.10), we get
oo

dQ
dz

/

•oo

[6\B\^ + e\B\' +

2{5Q -I5P

+

dx =

+6^4 + ^56).

(2.12)

This result is nothing other than the so-called "balance equation" [25] for energy
Hence, using the phase function as a parameter in the Lagrangian equation

Q.

verifies eq. (2.3). Plainly, the r.h.s is zero for a stationary solution. The energy of
the stationary solution is constant, but this does not indicate the conservation of
energy which apphes for the NLSE. We recall that, for the NLSE, each conserved
quantity is related to a symmetry of the equation (Noether's theorem), and that
energy conservation is related to a phase shift symmetry (page 29 of [25]). In a
somewhat analogous manner, for the CGLE here, it is the phase term parameter
that results in the energy being constant for the stationary solution.
In contrast to conservative cases, stationary solutions in dissipative systems can
have a phase chirp. Thus, the function B in general is complex rather than real. A
wide range of exact solutions of the CGLE can be expressed using the ansatz
B{x) = a{x) exp [id log[a(x

(2.13)

where the amplitude function a{x) is real and even. This ansatz exphcitly uses the
parameter d to characterize the phase chirp. I assume that the parameters fj, other
than d, are contained in a{x) implicitly. Now if / is a parameter other than d, then

1

d^*

i + d da

lip* df

a

df

and
dj^
df

= Ad

da
0

/3
dfla{x)
15

{l + d^)[a'{x)]

(2.14)

(2.15)

- ea^{x) - fia^{x) dx.

-5a{x)

The Lagrangian is given by eqn.(2.2) with the use of (2.6), where P can now be
simplified to

poo

P = 2{l + d')

/
Jo

(2.16)

[a'{x)]^dx.

The parameter d needs to be considered separately. We have
1

dip*

iip*

dd

= -

(2.17)

log[a(a;)]

and
Qr
foo
^
= - 4 /
{5a\x) + ea\x) + /ia®(x)) log[a(a:)] dx
dd
Jo

+ 4/5 /

[a'(a:)]'(l + (l + d ' ) log[a(x)])dx.

Using eq.(2.13) and further specifying a(x)

=

bsech(cx),

(2.18)
we find the La-

grangian:
L =

45c '

-30b'' - 166V + 15(c^ (1 + d'')D - 6cj)

(2.19)

Balance equation is now given by

1

Q, = ^
[46^ ( - 5 / 3
15c

+ d^) +

+ lOb'^ e + 8b\i

(2.20)

Derivatives of the Lagrangian with respect to parameters involved can further
be calculated. We derive, using eq.(2.3) and eq.(2.15) :
dL
M

d^^
=

=

(2.21)

since the energy, Q, does not change for a stationary solution. Hence
5(C2(1 + d^) D - Q u j ) - 206^ - 166^ i/ = 0,

(2.22)

and then
dL
—
dd

=

2,, ,
-b'cdD.
3

(2.23)

However,
1 dtp*
iip* dc

=

(d + i) x tanh(cx)

(2.24)

which gives
d

L

2db^

d c

(2-25)

c^

Further, we need the derivative of the Lagrangian with respect to the parameter
d. It foUows, from eq.(2.17):
1 dip*
— ^
= - log(6sech(cx))

(2.26)

which, using eq.(2.18) gives

d L
- j j

= - [5d2 + e

+

de + (3ds],

(2.27)

where the coefficients di are given rocby
fOO
d2

=

4

a^

l o g { b s e c h { c x ) ) d x

J10
o

( - l + log(26)),

(2.28)

c
fOC
roc
d4

=

4

a^

\ o g { b s e d i { c x ) ) d x

J o

' - 5 + 6 log(2?))),
9c
fCXD
noc
de

=

4

/

a®

(2.29)

l o g { b s e d \ { c x ) ) d x

J o

86®
225c

' - 4 7 + 60 log(26)),

(2.30)

and, finally, for dg. we have:
POO

[a'(a;)]2 (1 + (1 + d^) log(6sech(cx))

d , = - i
J o

c (1 + 4^2 - 3(1 + d^) log(26)).

=

(2.31)

tj

Now, we are equipped with all necessary relations in order to apply the general
formahsni to find various particular solutions of the C G L E . The solutions are limited
by our ansatz (eqns. (2.6) and (2.13)), of course. For the cubic C G L E . it gives the
complete set of bright solutions of the C G L E , while, for the cubic-quintic C G L E , it
allows us to pick up only a small subclass of the solutions. However, thus far ,this
ansatz provides the only known way to obtain exact solutions for the cubic-quintic
C G L E . What follows below are a few examples which are particular cases of this
general ansatz.

2.2

Basic N L S E soliton

For illustrative purposes, let us consider the case when all coefficients in (1.1) are
zero except D =

The nonlinear Schrodinger equation is a particular case of the

CGLE (1.1) when the dissipative terms and the term with u are zero. This is the
simplest case where we can apply the Lagrangian approach. Using the ansatz with
= 0, c/ = 0, i.e.
i; = 6sech(cx) e x p ( - i 6 ' ( z ) ) ,

(2.32)

with arbitrary parameters b and c, we find that the Lagrangian is:
L =

3c

+

(2.33)

= °

(2.34)

So, the condition
i
leads to
+

(2.35)

- 6 9'{z) =0,

while
^
oc

= 0 ^

+

+ 69'iz)

= 0,

(2.36)

Now Qz = 0 is automatically satisfied, so we have only one degree of freedom. We
get 6 = c and 9'[z) = u

= —c^/2. This is the exact one-soliton solution of the

NLSE, -0 = csech(cx) exp(zc^2/2).

2.3

Cubic C G L E chirp-free soliton

Here d = [), D = I and e = 2/3, i/ = /i = 0. Using the same ansatz as above, L is
the same as above. Now Q^ = 0 requires Ab'^f3 -

c^ + 3 5 = 0, so we no longer have

a degree of freedom in the solution:
= uj =

= ^-S/P

(2.37)

These are the correct values, as seen from eqn. (13.31) on page 279 of [25], which
was derived in quite a different way.

2.4

Solutions with arbitrary amplitude

We know [53] (see also chapter 13 of [25]) that when 5 = 0, both cubic and cubicquintic CGLE admit sohton solutions with arbitrary amplitude. Thus, setting 5 =
0,1/ = ^ = 0, D = 1, and using relation (13.24) of [25] to relate /3 and e, we can
directly solve the equations involving

and the derivatives w.r.t. b and c to get:
\ / l + 4/32-1

,

,

=
and

1 + 4/3^

(2.39)

2/3

dc^

k2

2

(2.38)

+

with c being arbitrary. Setting h = G F

(2.40)

and c = G reproduces the known results

(sect.13.4.2 of [25]). Substitution shows that these values also satisfy t h e ' d ' equation.

2.5

General cubic CGLE soliton

Here we only set i/ = ^ = 0. We use eq.(2.10) for

dL
db'

dL
dc

and Q,

(2.41)

3S{D + /3d)
( 3 - 2 D e -3/3(ie'

(2.42)

to get:

I
/

SSjed-l)

Y (l + d2)(2De + / 3 ( 3 e d - l ) )

^

and
J(4/3d + D ( 3 + de))
On converting, the D = 1 set agrees with the values given is sect. 13.4.1 of [25]. We
then use

^
dd

= -2b'cd/i

(2.45)

to get the equation for d:
(2^

- De)d'^ + 3d{D

+ 2/3 e) +

2{De -

2/3) = 0.

(2.46)

Solving this quadratic for D = I gives the correct values for d (i.e. eq. (13.17 )
of [25]). This shows that, to obtain d = 0 (chirp-less solution), we need De = 2(3.
This explains why we cannot just have arbitrary values of e, (3 for the solution of
eq.(2.37), which assumes d = 0.

2.6

R a t i o n a l solution

Here we set D = 1, 5 = 0 and seek a rational solution which has the form of eq.(2.13)
with
/i

(2.47)

Then
a2

1 di)*
i r d h

=

+

VI

(2.48)

while
'
iip* dk

2

+

(2.49)

and
1
lip* dd

= -\logifix)).
2

(2.50)

Hence
d L
dk

= fi Re /

a\i + d)x^ x

(2.51)

and similarly for the other 2 parameters. We find j j ^ = — ^ (e + /i/^)), while
invloves log terms. Clearly ,

= / ( x ) " , n = 1,2,

With this solution, we have d = 0 and hence the frequency offset ui is zero. Also,
// is not arbitrary, but is related to j/ by a particular expression (eqn.(13.20) of [25]).
The Lagrangian is:
L = ^

( - 4 + Mk + d'k - 2u)),

(2.52)

so that
= ^

( - 2 + Mk + dH: - 2u)),

(2.53)

etc. Solving the equations for k and fi simultaneously gives
2v
3 + 8 / 3 d - d 2-n
' h

=

(3 + 8/3fi d[^){de-l)
2 i / ( l + / 3 f i ) ( l + d2)

When we additionally use the equation giving

(2.54)

we get the quadratic equation for

d and arrive at the correct value (eq. 13.17 of [25]). On conversion, k, j\ also agree
with published values.

2.7

Quintic CGLE chirp-free soliton

One of the sohton solutions of the cubic-quintic C G L E is the chirp-free {d = 0)
soliton. It appears when we take e = 2(3 and fi = 2/3 u [25], For convenience, we
take (3 > 0, u > 0, 6 < 0. Writing exp{-iujz)

for the z-dependence, we use the

ansatz
a(x

=

yjc

1 + ^/g cosh

v2c^

-1/2

(2.55)

for the amplitude function. Then we try to find the correct values of c, g, u) for the
solution. The result for S2 is
S2=Q=
where A = arctan [ J l —

2c

2

5 - 1

(2.56)

A,

> •

We also need the expression for S^
54=
and
5fi =

v^

/

c

(2.57)

2A

-

V5-I
5/2

1

(2.58)

V5-I

The remaining term is
/
P =

-

2^/2

.

\ 3/2
(2.59)

-

\g-i

Then, setting the algebraic part of Q^ to zero gives:
(2.60)

so fif = 1 + | c T h e n the transcendental part (with function arctan)
I3c + 2S = 0 ^

c = -2^{>

0).

gives
(2.61)

Now taking D = 1 and using

= 0 shows that
^ = ^

(2.62)

With these values
1 ^ = 0 . ^ = 0.
oc
og
so we have an extremum of L. Thus

= 1- ^

(2.63)

(> 1).

A similar example, with a different derivation , can be seen from eqns. (13.57)
(on page 287) and (13.18) (d=0) of [25] .

2.8

Lagrangian technique and pulsating dissipative solitons

Thus far, we have applied a Lagrangian approach to derive exact solutions of various forms of the CGLE. However, not all soliton solutions admit an exact analytical
form. Some of the solutions of the cubic-quintic GLE are known only numerically
26]. These include stationary solitons as well as pulsating ones. The Lagrangian
approach can also be used to find the best approximation for these objects when
we do not expect to find exact solutions. Approximating stationary solitons with
trial functions is a trivial task. This can be done in a similar fasliion to exami)les
of conservative systems [33]. In this section, we will apply the technique to finding approximate CGLE soliton solutions which are not necessarily stationary. It is
well-known [26] that the CGLE admits pulsating solitons, in addition to solutions in
the form of stationary solutions. These correspond to limit cycles of the dissipative
dynamical system rather than to fixed points. Thus, these are more complicated objects in the infinite-dimensional phase space. There are no known exact solutions for
these formations. However, pulsating solutions can be approximated using various
localized z-dependent functions with several parameters and the so called "method
of moments".

Thus, in contrast to the previous sections, we are concerned here

with approximate solutions rather than exact ones. In particular, in this section, we
show how the Lagrangian method can be used to derive the results of the 'method

of moments' [51], To be specific, we will use a Gaussian-type ansatz:

= A J ^ ^ e x p
f{z)

'

/

X"

V

Piz)

ic{z)x^

m n z )

-

ie{z)

\ ,

(2.64)

where
/m\

A ' = 2/ (e"^/^

\4 /

with K being the modified Bessel function of the second kind. The soliton profile
is localized in x and has explicit z-dependence.

The pulse evolution is described

through the variation of total energy Q(z), pulse width, / ( z ) , chirp factor c(z) and
the overall phase, 0(z).
For clarity, we restrict ourselves to the lowest-order Gaussian and thus take
This leads to the Lagrangian L, where

m = CO, so A =
L

Q

2P

+ D-

'

Q

^

2

20F/

3\/37r/2

(2.65)

' 4

Then, for any function depending on 6 in the exponential as in equation (2.64), we
have

de

= 0.

(2.66)

However,
dL

(2.67)

dO'iz)

so that
dL
dz

(2.68)

\d9'{z)

Thus, we reproduce balance equation (2.3) using the explicit dependence on phase.
Consequently, equation (2.68) is the same as the derivative of energy w.r.t z from
the method of moments [51 .
Now

dc

=

D c p Q .

This quantity was denoted by /g/z in [82]. Further gff-^

=

\ P Qi (which was denoted by I2). Also

ill)*

\

dc

=

—

(2.69)

X

so that
d

^

f l

( 4

Q ) -

cpQ

=

2Re

I

{x')

[6B' + eB' + ^B'

+ Pi),,^]

dx . ( 2 . 7 0 )

where B = lip]. Here, the left hand side equals

+ ih

so we have reproduced

the 2nd order moment equation from [51] . Hence
f i z )

=

2/3

2 D c f

- 2 P c \ z ) f

-

eQ

M^Q''

20F

3v^7r / '

(2.71)

(see eq.(AlO) in [51]).
Now
1

fdj)*

(2.72)

W Q

W*

2Q

thus, leading to
dL

=

dQ

(2.73)

0,

while

1
i^P*
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so l y ^ 0. Using these relations, we find:
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(see e q . ( A l 3 ) in [51]), and
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Equations (2.71),(2.75) and (2.76) comprise the three-dimensional dynamical
system that governs the evolution of the soliton parameters. This dynamical system
is the same as that obtained using the method of moments [51], and this is also true
when we use rn = 1. It has solutions in the form of fixed points and limit cycles.
The former correspond to stationary solitons, the latter to i)ulsating solitons.

To

increase the accuracy of the approximation, we can use a trial function with more
parameters and derive equations for higher-order moments.

If the chir}) term is

changed to c{z)x^, then
iip*

Then we have

oc

~

^

\ d c
dc'iz)

= - x "

(2.77)

/" Q , and hence a n-th order moment-

type equation is obtained. So the reduced dynamical system for solitons that was
obtained using the method of moments can also be obtained using the Lagrangian
approach. When using the same trial function, we obtain the same dynamical system. In this sense, the two techniques are equivalent although the principles used
to obtain them are different.

Conclusions
To conclude this chapter, we have shown that the technique of minimisation of the
Lagrangian can be used for the dissipative systems described by the complex cubicquintic Ginzburg-Landau equation. The technique allows us to derive exact solutions
of this equation as well as approximate solutions in the form of pulsating solitons. In
the former case, we recover the complete set of known solutions of the CGLE while
in the latter case we show that the results obtained using the Lagrangian approach
are the same as those obtained using the "method of moments". Special examples,
when they produce slightly different results can be found in [52].

Chapter 3
Soliton complexes in dissipative
systems: vibrating, shaking and
mixed sohton pairs
The material presented in this chapter appears in my pubhcation [54 .
Dissipative solitons can be considered as the simplest localised formations in dissipative systems that cannot be split up. However, they can serve as building blocks
for more complicated structures.

From this point of view, it is essential to con-

sider the interaction between dissipative solitons. Their ability to form complexes is
essential for understanding pattern formation phenomena. Sohton pairs and the interactions between them have been considered in many previous publications. Their
formation and stability properties vary, depending on the system under consideration, and whether it is an integrable [56], Hamiltonian or dissipative system [27, 55].
For the latter case, the behaviour of soliton pairs depends very much on the values
of external parameters. An overview of this subject would require a separate thesis.
Thus, we do better to concentrate on specific original results obtained within the
framework of this thesis.
In this Chapter, it will be shown, numerically, that coupled soliton pairs in nonlinear dissipative systems modelled by the cubic-quintic complex Ginzburg-Landau
equation can exist in various forms. They can be stationary, or they can pulsate
periodically, quasi-periodically or chaotically, as is the case for single solitons. In

particular, we have found new types of vibrating and shaking sohton pairs. Each
type is stable in the sense that a given bound state exists in the same form indefinitely.

New solutions appear at special values of the equation parameters, thus

bifurcating from stationary pairs. The finding of mixed sohton pairs, formed by two
different types of single solitons is demonstrated. Also regions of existence of the
new types of pair solutions and corresponding bifurcation diagrams have have been
discussed.

3.1

Brief overview of pulse-pulse interaction

Pulse-pulse interaction is one of the main issues in the design of soliton-based optical
transmission lines [55, 56]. The way one bit of information interacts with another
can destroy or protect the system under consideration. Since the generalized use of
the optical amplifier, long-haul, high-bit-rate transmission lines have now become
all-optical [57]. A long-haul all-optical system is basically a dissipative one, i.e. all
losses in the system are compensated for through the interaction with an external
pump [42]. Thus, if we want to take advantage of soliton-based transmission, we
need to know the features of solitons and their interactions in dissipative systems at
a fundamental level.
Robust sohton pairs do exist in dissipative systems. Since their stable existence
was first predicted [27] in optical systems governed by the complex Ginzburg-Landau
equation, they have been experimentally observed on varioTis occasions in fiber lasers
[58]. The fact that dissipative solitons, when they exist, usually have a fixed profile,
allows us to describe the interaction between two of them using just two variables,
namely the separation, p, and the i)hase difference,

between the two pulses. There-

fore the dynamics of a pair of solitons can be described in a two-dimensional phase
space that is usually called the "interaction plane" [27]. In many cases, the dynamics
of the interaction between two solitons is simple enough so that its analysis can be
done without ambiguity in a reduced two-dimensional phase space. However, this is
not always the case, as this Chapter shows.
Even single solitons in dissipative systems can have complicated behavior. They
can be pulsating, creeping or exploding [59] and exhibit many other types of dy-

namics [26]. These are all determined by the parameters of the system. It will be
demonstrated that a soliton pair can pulsate or evolve chaotically. Systems with an
infinite nmnber of degrees of freedom are likely to exhibit a wide range of complicated dynamics, and the reduction to simpler systems with a two-dimensional phase
space cannot be applied as a general rule. At least for some regions of the parameter
space, more degrees of freedom need to be considered to understand the dynamics.
In these cases, the interaction plane is clearly not adequate to describe the dynamics
of pairs in its full complexity.
In this Chapter, such complicated cases when soliton pairs are oscillating in
time, either periodically or chaotically will be considered. In each case, the soliton
pair exists indefinitely in time as a bounded, localized two-soliton solution, thus
manifesting stability.

We have found three new types of bound states; we call

them the vibrating soliton pair (VSP), shaking soliton pair (SSP) and mixed soliton
pair (MSP). The VSP shows simple oscillations of the soliton pair variables. These
oscillations can be considered as limit cycles of our dynamical system with an infinite
number of degrees of freedom (see discussions on this subject in Chapter 1 in [1]).
The SSP is essentially a strange attractor. Its behavior is somewhat similar to that
of a single exploding soliton [59].

We have also found transitions between these

various propagation regimes which occur when the parameters of the system are
changed, and these are manifest as bifurcations in the soliton pair dynamics.

An

interesting feature of this complex dynamics is that it is specific for the soliton pair:
each soliton forming the pair has perfectly stable stationary behavior, when isolated,
for the same set of the equation parameters.

3.2

Outline of the technique

As before. I consider a dynamical system governed by the cubic-quintic complex
Ginzburg-Landau equation (COLE) [21].

In optics, it has been widely used to

describe the pulsed operation of passively mode-locked lasers has been viewed. For
convenience, let us write it here again;

+

+ IV'I V + i^lV'l V =

+ ^elV'l V + ^/3^Ptt +

V-

(3.1)

Notations have been explained in the introduction.
During numerical computations with the propagation equation, the magnitude
that we most often monitor is the energy, Q, carried by a certain solution after a
propagated distance z. It is defined by
/•oo
Q=

/

M,z)\'DT

When Q oscillates on propagation, we will denote its maximum and mininmm values
by QM and Qm, respectively.
Chaotic soliton pairs were first found by Turaev, Vladimirov and Zelik [60].
However, the authors of [60] used an equation that differs from (3.1) by an additional
term responsible for a weak signal injected into the laser, and the main reason for
chaotic motion in their work was this additional perturbation, i.e. they induced a
chaotic component in the two-soliton solution artificially. The results in my work
are obtained with equation (3.1) without any additional terms. This means that
chaotic or shaking soliton pairs can exist in the dissipative system without any
external perturbations.

The existence of new solutions can be considered as an

essential characteristic of the dissipative system, rather than a feature induced by
additional forces. The main way to find them is to correctly choose the parameters
of the system. Once the parameters are chosen, the system will consistently produce
the solution in the form of a vibrating or chaotic bound state of two solitons.
Before entering this subject deeply, the problem of the excitation of bound states
should be considered. Firstly, in order to generate a two-soliton solution in numerical
simulations, the initial conditions have to be chosen correctly. For example, in the
work [27], two single solitons had been used, found from preliminary numerical
simulations. In order to excite a pair, they were located at a fixed separation from
each other and a finite phase difference between them has been added (see Eq.(7) of
[27]). If the bound state does exist, this initial condition converges to it, provided
that the phase difference and the separation are chosen within certain limits. In
many cases, a broader class of localized initial conditions can also be used. There is
no certainty that a stable soliton pair will be excited. However, when it is excited,
the solution converges to the same bound state if it is the only pair that exists
for a given set of parameters. Each bound state has a basin of attraction that is

large enough to allow us to generate these new solutions with a certain probability.
When two types of solutions exist simultaneously, each of them has its own basin of
attraction.

3.3

Vibrating soliton pairs

In Ref.[27], stable soliton pairs with ±7r/2 phase difference between the two pulses
had been found. These two equivalent pairs can be represented by two points in the
interaction plane. Trajectories that start at nearby points in this plane converge
to the fixed point, which can be considered as a stable focus of the dynamical
system.

On changing the parameters of the system, those values for which its

stability becomes marginal and the fixed point is transformed into a center could
be found, thus allowing periodic orbits around the center. These periodic orbits are
marginally stable. They cannot be considered as attractors of a dynamical system.
In this Chapter, a different type of periodic orbit is presented.

These orbits are

stable robust formations which are limit cycles of the CGLE. As such, they are
attractors of the nonlinear dynamical system. An example is shown in Fig.3.1(a).
An initial condition in the form of two solitons separated by a finite distance could
be used. When starting from an arbitrary point in the interaction plane, located
inside or outside of the limit cycle in Fig.3.1(a), the trajectory converges to this
limit cycle, rather than to a fixed point. Moreover, when the initial conditions are
not exactly two solitons at a fixed distance, but two pulses with a shape that only
approximately resembles solitons, the trajectory also converges to the same limit
cycle.

The early part of the trajectory in the phase space depends on the initial

condition and can be rather complicated. Thus, all such parts of the trajectories
have been removed from Fig.3.1(a) for the sake of clarity. Only the limit cycle, which
is the final part of stable evolution, is shown. It is represented by the sohd curve in
the figure. The arrow shows the direction of motion in the interaction plane. This
type of solution may be called a "vibrating soliton pair" or VSP [28 .
An interesting observation is that, for some given sets of the system parameters,
only two types of solutions exist: single stationary solitons and vibrating pairs.
Soliton pairs with fixed distance and phase difference do not exist for this set of

parameters, or at least we have not observed t h e m .

Thus, any initial condition

which is a bound pair of two pulses located in the basin of a t t r a c t i o n will give b i r t h
to a VSP, rather t h a n to a stationary soliton pair.
T h e t r a j e c t o r y shown in Fig.3.1 is noticeably asymmetric relative t o t h e vertical
line which corresponds to a phase difference of 7r/2. T h e distance, p, between t h e
two m a x i m a of the pulses oscillates, as does the phase difference. This set of two
pulses has a finite velocity, moving towards the right (positive z direction).

The

peak amplitude of the pulse on the right-hand-side is slightly larger t h a n t h a t of the
pulse on the left. This a s y m m e t r y comes from t h e non-symmetric phase relationship
between the two pulses. However, due t o the t ^

—t s y m m e t r y of t h e C G L E , there

always exists its symmetric V S P solution moving towards t h e left and having a phase
difference close to -7r/2. T h e periodic evolution of the energy, Q, vs. 2 is shown in
Fig.3.1(b). This single periodic curve is very close to being harmonic.
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Figure 3.1: (a) Interaction
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trajectory,
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The arrow indicates the clockwise rotation of the

(h) Periodic evolution of the energy, Q, for the same case. The equation

parameters used in the simulation

are written in (a)

T h e pulse profile evolution is shown in Fig.3.2 for the same propagation distance
as in Fig.3.1(b). T h e periodic evolution is b e t t e r observed from the slopes of t h e two
solitons rather t h a n at the maxima. T h e reason why the vibration a p p e a r s with a
small amplitude in this diagram is mainly due to the fact t h a t , in t h e example chosen,
it is mostly the relative phase which oscillates, while the relative separation oscillates
only by 0.5 %, as can be seen in Fig.3.1(a). This solution can be considered as t h e
pulsating two-soliton generalization of a single pulsating soliton [26, 59]. However,

pulsations here are solely due to the interaction between the two solitons.

Single

pulsating solitons do not exist at the set of parameters chosen for these simulations.
At the same time, two single pulsating solitons do not create a VSP. T h e pulsations
of b o t h solitons causes them to merge into one. Thus, we can consider a V S P as a
new object in the family of localized solutions of the C G L E .

Figure 3.2: Evolution of the pulse profile for the vibrating soliton pair (VSP).

Param-

eters of the simulation are the same as in Fig. 3.1.

3.4

Shaking soliton pairs

A second object that had been found numerically in my work is what can be called
a "shaking soliton pair" (SSP). Its dynamics demonstrates the presence of chaotic
effects in the evolution of soliton pairs.

These are stationary pairs that have an

intrinsic instability of an oscillatory type. T h e pair can be represented on the interaction plane as a fixed point which is an unstable-stable focus. A n example of such
a point is shown on the interaction plane in Fig.3.3. The trajectory that describes
the evolution of this pair is a spiral that winds out off the focus, makes a loop and
winds in back to the initial point, thus repeating the cycle again and again.

The

cycles are similar to each other but are not exactly the same. For clarity, only one of
the cycles is shown in Fig.3.3. In a global evolution, each cycle is a homoclinic orbit
returning back t o the same point. The process of return is clearly seen in Fig.3.3.
T h e center manifold of this dynamics is at least four-dimensional. The inward

(outward) spiraling trajectory can be related to a fixed point with its corresponding finearized stabifity analysis providing two complex conjugate eigenvalues with
negative (positive) real part. Thus, a complete description needs at least two pairs
of complex eigenvalues.

The trajectory in this reduced phase space escapes the

fixed point in one two-dimensional sub-space and returns to this point in another
two-dimensional sub-space.
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Figure 3.4: (right) Energy Q versus z for a soliton pair that is spontaneously
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takes place.
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shaken
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in

Fig. 3.3.

The evolution of the total energy, Q, of the shaking pair is shown in Fig.3.4.
When the pair is in the nearly stationary part of the evolution, the energy appears
to be constant. This corresponds to the fixed point in Fig.3.3. In this example, the
sohton pair spends most of the propagation time very close to this fixed point. On
the other hand, when the pair is disturbed by the instability, the energy changes and
evolves with the oscillations. Two shaking parts of the evolution are clearly seen in
Fig.3.4. After the instability is over, the energy returns to the same constant value
as before. The cycles repeat indefinitely in ways that are similar, but not exactly
the same. The evolution of the pulse profile during one cycle is illustrated in Fig.3.5.

If the parameters of the system have been changed, the stationary part of the
evolution may b e c o m e shorter in comparison with the shaking part. To demonstrate
this, the parameters e, f3 and S were significantly changed. The resulting plot for
the energy Q versus 2; is shown in Fig.3.6.

Despite the shorter stationary part of

the trajectory, the shaking feature appears, again and again, almost periodically.
It has to be stressed that the orbit does not repeat itself at each of the shaking
parts of the evolution, thus confirming the fact that many frequencies are involved in
this dynamics. In fact, when slightly changing the values of the equation parameters,
the differences between the cycles can be made considerably larger, showing that
the chaotic nature of the motion becomes more pronounced.

Figure 3.5: Evolution of the pulse profile of the shaking soliton pair shown in Fig.3.4-

T h e peak amphtudes, A i and A2, of the two solitons in the pair for one cycle
of evolution are shown in Fig.3.7. T h e two amplitudes have almost the same value
at the nearly stationary part of the evolution.

They start to oscillate due to the

instability, but the amplitudes of oscillation are clearly different. W h e n the instability is over, the oscillations decay and the soliton pair becomes nearly stationary
again.

T h e soliton pair is shghtly asymmetric in that the right-hand-side (r.h.s.)

pulse (gray dotted line) has an average amphtude which is larger than that of the
pulse on the left (solid line). This asymmetry also comes from the phase asymmetry,
as previously discussed.
T h e phase trajectory on the interaction plane for the same dynamics of the two
pulses is shown in Fig. 3.8. T h e anti-clockwise direction of the trajectory is indicated
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Figure 3.6: Another example of a spontaneously shaken soliton pair. The
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parameters

This example shows that the shaking

feature can occur for a relatively wide range of the system

parameters.
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Figure 3.7: Peak amplitudes of the two solitons forming the shaking pair.

Gray-dotted

line is for Ai, black-solid line is for A2. Only one cycle of the spontaneous

shaking

represented in Fig.3.6 is shown here, with a higher resolution along z-axis.

by the arrow. T h e right- hand-side part of the orbit corresponds to the p a r t in Figs.
3.7 (3.6) where the ampUtude (energy) experiences larger variations, while the lefthand-side t r a j e c t o r y corresponds to having the amplitude (energy) almost constant.
In the right-hand part, the motion consists mainly of fast oscillations of the relative
phase, superimposed on a slower stretching of the soliton pair separation.
T h e t r a j e c t o r y in Fig.3.8 is shown only for a single burst of instabihty in Fig.3.6.
To be specific, 2 varies from 0 to 800. Plotting the next loop of the t r a j e c t o r y shows
a similar pattern, however the phase of the oscillations is shifted relative to the first
loop. Plotting several loops would show the chaotic variation of the phase evolution.

p

cos(e)

Figure 3.8: Trajectory on the interaction plane showing one cycle of shaking in Fig. 3.6.
The direction of the evolution is indicated by the arrow. There is no particular fixed
point for this example. For 2 / 3 of the time, the system stays on the l-h-s of the orbit,
bursting into higher amplitude oscillations on its r-h-s.

T h e same set of parameters admits a second type of pair solution, thus reveahng
bistabihty. T h e energy, Q, versus 2 for this solution is shown in Fig.3.9a. This plot
shows the "period tripling" phenomenon for the "envelope" of fast oscillations. This
conjecture is confirmed by plotting the trajectory for this motion on the interaction
plane. T h e latter is shown in Fig.3.9b. One can see three loops in the trajectory.
T w o of them almost overlap, while the third one, having a smaller amplitude of
oscillation, is located inside them. T h e trajectory is roughly "repeated" after the
third loop, but with chaotic fluctuations, showing that the motion is a complicated
mix of regular and chaotic features.
T h e examples above show non-trivial dynamics of soliton interaction in dissipative systems.

This type of dynamics is defined solely by the parameters of the

system. Some sets of parameters produce a particular behavior, while others admit
two or more types. In order to know what to expect in the dynamics, classification
of the solutions in terms of the various the system parameters has been done.

3.5

Range of existence and bifurcations

Each type of pair described above exists in a certain region of the parameter space.
Finding complete sets of regions of existence for various types of soliton pairs is a
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Figure 3.9: (a) Energy, Q, versus z for the alternative evolution of the system with the
same set of parameters as in Fig.3.6.

"Period tripling" of the envelope of oscillations

can clearly be seen, (b) Trajectory in the interaction plane for the same

simulation.

tedious task. T h e first essential step would be to find a region of existence for stable
stationary single solitons.
Once a stable stationary pair is found for a single set of parameters, we change
the values of the parameters, and try to delimit the areas where t h e specific pair
exists. Usually, only two parameters are changed, and the rest are kept constant.
This procedure allows us to make a 2-D graphical representation of the regions,
while keeping the computational b u r d e n within reasonable limits. T h e soliton pairs
may gain qualitatively new features at the edges of these regions. These features
usually appear in the form of bifurcations.
In order to find the bifurcations, I further simplified the technique. In particular,
the energy of the pair was monitored while changing only one p a r a m e t e r of the
system. W h e n the soliton pair is stationary, the energy has a fixed value for a given
set of soliton parameters. This changes when the p a r a m e t e r s are changed, b u t it
reaches a constant value for each new point in the p a r a m e t e r space. If the soliton
pair s t a r t s pulsating at a bifurcation point, then the energy becomes a periodic
function of 2;.

Strict periodicity appears after convergence to the new solution.

After convergence to periodic or quasi-periodic motion had occurred, we monitored
all the local nnnirrial and maximal values of the energy.
In most of the siirmlations, all the parameters except the nonlinear gain coefficient, e were fixed. An example of a plot of m a x i m a Qm and minima Q^n of the
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Figure 3.10: Bifurcation diagram obtained by plotting the maximal and minimal values
of oscillating Q from the Q vs. e values observed as the soliton pair evolves along z
variable.

This diagram clearly shows the transition from stationary soliton pairs to

vibrating ones. The bifurcation occurs at e = 1.835. The parameters of the system are
written inside the figure.

energy, Q, versus e, for the case when a stationary pair is transformed into a simple
pulsating pair, is shown in Fig.3.10. T h e energy, Q, takes a stationary value when
e is within the range [1.05,1.834], although the figure shows it in the much smaher
interval [1.8,1.834], At e = 1.835, the bifurcation occurs and the energy starts to
oscillate between the lower and upper curves in Fig.3.10. This bifurcation is from
a stable fixed point to a limit cycle (Hopf bifurcation). T h e soliton pair starts to
vibrate at this point. T h e energy varies from the lower value to the upper one when
the representative point moves along the limit cycle in Fig.3.1.
Another type of bifurcation is shown in Fig.3.11. Relative to Fig.3.10, only the
value of /3 has been changed, from 0.5 to 0.45, but the dynamics changes dramatically. In fact, the diagram in Fig.3.11 shows a stationary value of energy, Q, when e
changes in the interval [1.82,1.829]. Bifurcation takes place at e = 1.829. The soliton pair starts to shake, thus causing the energy to evolve chaotically. In contrast to
the previous case, there is no single frequency and no fixed value for the amplitude of
oscillations. Plotting every local maximum and minimum in the changes of energy
creates the lower and upper ranges of what appears as an energy band in Fig.3.11.
T h e plot shows that, at the point e = 1.829, the stable stationary pair is transformed into a shaking pair with maximum and minimum values of energy evolving

like those in Fig.3.4.

T h e transition that is observed in this case is abrnpt, thus

allowing us to classify the bifurcation that is occurring in Fig.3.11 as sub-critical.
W e have found two solutions that exist simultaneously in the small region above
the point e = 1.829. Each type of solution could be demonstrated by increasing or
decreasing e.
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Figure 3.11: Bifurcation diagram constructed in the same way as the one in Fig.3.10.
This plot reveals a transition from stationary soliton pairs to shaking soliton pairs at
e = 1.829. Parameters

of the simulation are shown inside the figure.

Next step is to consider regions of existence of various types of solutions.

An

accurate mapping in the parameter space requires high accuracy and fine parameter
scanning in the simulations. Diagrams which are similar to those shown above have
to b e constructed when the second parameter changes in the simulations. T h e results
of such a mapping are shown in Fig.3.12. In fact, the largest region, indicated in gray
in this plot, is the zone in the parameter space where stable single solitons (S) exist.
Stable soliton pairs are expected to appear inside this region. T h e smaller hatched
region corresponds to stable stationary soliton pairs (SP). Generally, as figure 3.12
shows, stable soliton pairs exist over a relatively large range of parameters.

The

value of e can vary from « 1.1 to w 1.8 and /3 from « 0.3 to f^i 0.7. Thus, these two
parameters can almost double their values and soliton pairs still remain stable.
V S P s and SSPs in our sinmlations appear in a much smaller region above the
hatched area. This region is shown in black. T h e two types of pairs, V S P s and SSPs,
do not co-exist with stationary pairs. Thus, the region for V S P s and SSPs, marked
in black, has a distinct boundary with the hatched area shown in Fig.3.12. T h e small
size of the black region indicates that the novel types of soliton pairs found in this

Figure 3.12: Regions of existence
soliton pairs.

of single stable solitons (S) and various forms of

The dashed region corresponds to stable stationary bound states

(SP).

The black region above SP is the one with stable VSP and SSP.

work are far from being typical cases. In order to generate them, careful adjustment
of the parameters is needed. It may happen that additional perturbations, similar
to those considered in [60], may expand the region of their existence.
T h e regions for V S P and SSP solutions are shown separately, with higher resolution, in Fig.3.13. V S P s appear in the white region surrounded by the solid black
curve, while the region for SSPs is shown shaded in gray.

For each type of new

pair, the size of the region of existence is very similar. The lower boundaries are
the lines of bifurcation from the stationary soliton pairs.

This magnification also

clearly shows a region of overlap between the two regions.

T w o types of soliton

pairs co-exist in this region, and each one is stable. T h e initial conditions determine
which one is excited in any particular simulation. In order to demonstrate this, the
parameter /? = 0.47 was fixed, and we changed e, step by step, using the previous
solution as the initial condition for the simulation at the new e.
T h e bifurcation diagram for soliton pairs constructed in this way is shown in
Fig.3.14. T h e grey dots are calculated for the parameter e increasing in simulations.
Specifically, e = 1.83 is initial point; a stationary pair at this point has been found.
W e take this solution as the initial condition and find the next soliton pair at e =
e-hAe, with A e = -FO.OOOl. T h e black points are obtained when we decreased e using

Figure 3.13: The regions of existence
is a magnification

of the small region shown in Fig. 3.12 in black.

of this region allows us to separate
overlapping

of SSPs and VSPs in the (j3, e) plane.

it into two sub-regions

part of the two regions indicates

Higher

This

resolution

for SSPs and VSPs.

that the two types of soliton pairs

The
can

co-exist.

the same increment with a minus sign. When the C G L E admits only one sohton
pair which is stationary and stable, the sinmlations result in the same solution,
independent of the direction of changing e. On the other hand, the two solutions
differ just above the bifurcation point, indicating the presence of bistability. Above
the region of bistability, there is only one stable V S P solution, so that the two
branches again coincide in the form of upper and lower values of energy for the
vibrating solution.
T h e plot in Fig.3.14 shows the second bifurcation from V S P to S S P at aroTuid
e Ri 1.8385. The maximal and minimal values of the oscillating energy now split into
the upper and lower bands, indicating chaotic motion. A new frequency appears in
the dynamics at this point, thus making the overall motion rather complicated.

3.6

Mixed soliton pairs

All the results in the previous sections are related to soliton pairs that consist of two
identical plain pulses. It is known that soliton pairs may involve more complicated

21.5

O

19.5

-

17.5
1.83

1.84

Figure 3.14: Bifurcation diagram obtained by increasing (grey) and decreasing (black)
values of e. This plot explicitly shows the co-existence
the interval 1.832 < e<

of two types of soliton pairs in

1.8336. This interval corresponds to the overlapping region

for SSPs and VSPs in Fig. 3.13.

composite pulses [61].

However, it was not known that the C G L E admits mixed

sohton pairs when one of the sohtons in the pair is a plain one and the second
one is a composite soliton [62]. Clearly, this has to be considered as a very special
case. Firstly, to obtain a mixed pair, the parameter set has to be chosen in a region
where each type of sohton is stable.

The latter is relatively small, as we know

from previous studies [25]. Secondly, the propagation constants for the two different
sohtons are different. Thus, the phase difference between the two sohtons cannot be
kept constant. Any such solution would rotate aroimd the origin when represented
by a point on the interaction plane. Consequently, it is hard to imagine that mixed
pairs would exist at all. Despite these issues, stable mixed pairs were observed, and
one example is shown in Fig.3.15.
Due to the constantly increasing phase difference between the two sohtons, a
mixed pair creates a periodic motion more naturally than a pair consisting of two
equivalent solitons. Moreover, this is the reason why a mixed sohton pair can never
be stationary. Figure 3.15 shows the oscillatory dynamics that occurs predominantly
in the low amplitude region between the two sohtons. In general, rotation of the relative phase implies periodic attraction and repulsion of the two pulses, thus creating
periodic evolution. It could be said that any mixed pair is originally a VSP.
In most cases, the oscillations can only be noticed between sohtons as in Fig.3.15,

5 =-0.2, n =-0.5. v = -0.075
D = l , p = 0.45, e = 1.84

o
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Figure 3.15: Stable bound state of a plain soliton and a composite

soliton,

which is

called a mixed soliton pair. Its small vibration is hardly visible in the evolution

plot.

since the interaction between the t w o pulses is weak. T h e n , the oscillation frequency
between the two solitons is the beat frequency defined b y the difference b e t w e e n the
propagation constants of the individual solitons. T h e oscillations of energy for these
solutions would also b e small.

However, changing the parameters of the system

allows us t o find mixed pairs with oscillations that are m o r e p r o n o u n c e d than those
in Fig. 3.15. O n e such case is shown in Fig.3.16.

Figure 3.16:

One period of oscillation

of a mixed soliton pair.

Parameters

of the

simulation are shown in Fig. 3.17.

A c o m p o s i t e pulse is m o r e susceptible t o a change of its shape, since it, in turn,
consists of two fronts b o u n d to the central bright soliton. T h e front that is closer
to the plain pulse o n the left moves with a higher amplitude than the other one.
Only one full period of oscillations of the m i x e d pair is shown in Fig.3.16.

The

I)eriod, in this case, is equal to four periods of beating between the two individual

solitons. Thus, this solution is the result of two period doublings in the sequence
of period-doubling bifurcations (see below).

As the size of the composite soliton

changes appreciably, the energy of the mixed pair oscillates with a relatively high
amplitude. These oscillations are shown in Fig.3.17. T h e oscillations in energy are
quite far from being purely harmonic, thus confirming that these vibrations are not
a simple beating between the two solitons. Indeed, they are the result of a sequence
of two period-doubling bifurcations (see below).
A mixed pair is subjected to transformations when the equation parameters are
changed, and, in order to follow these, a bifurcation diagram can be constructed in
the same way as for that for the pair of two plain solitons. Thus, we monitored the
energy, Q, of the pair when changing the parameter e. As the solution is always
vibrating and the energy is never stationary, there are at least two extremal values
of the energy for any value of the parameter e. T h e minimal and maximal values
of Q for this solution are shown in Fig.3.18 for e in the interval [1.81,1.86].

The

remaining parameters were kept constant.
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evolution of energy of a mixed pair.
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The part of the curve

corresponding to the period presented in Fig 3.16 is shown by the solid line.

For small values of e in the given interval, the two solitons interact weakly. Consequently, oscillations of energy are very small, and the minima and maxima of Q are
close to each other. T h e maxima and minima almost coincide at e = 1.81. Increasing e results in stronger oscillations, so that the two values b e c o m e well-separated
at around e = 1.85. W h e n e = 1.855, a bifurcation occurs and the solution starts
to pulsate with a frequency that is twice the beat frequency. At this point, we need
to plot all local minima and maxima of the energy. Consequently, the two branches

of energy in Fig.3.18 split into four. A further increase in e results in a sequence
of period-doubling bifurcations and chaotic motion of the pair. This can be clearly
seen in the inset of Fig.3.18, which represents the same bifurcation diagram with
higher resolution.

Neither multi-frequency dynamics nor chaotic motion destroys

the soliton pair. It remains a stable localized o b j e c t up t o e = 1.86. T h e pair only
develops instability above this limiting value. T h e two pulses then annihilate each
other, giving birth to just a single composite soliton.
T

O

29

-

1.86

Figure 3.18: Bifurcation diagram showing changes in the behavior of the mixed soliton
pair illustrated in Figs. 3.15 and 3.16.

The gray and the black dots correspond to the

minimal and the maximal values of the energy of the oscillations.

Multiple bifurcations,

including period doubling, occur on the r.h.s. part of the diagram. This part is shown
in greater detail in the inset of this plot.

Our further studies have shown that pairs formed by two composite pulses [61
can also evolve in a complicated way, just as pairs formed by two plain pulses. These
pairs can be vibrating, shaking and generally chaotic.

Transformations between

these forms occur as bifurcations which are similar to those given above.

Conclusions
In this Chapter, three new types of soliton pairs in dissipative systems governed by
the complex Ginzburg-Landau equation have been studied. T h e interaction of solitons in dissipative systems appears to be more complicated than previously thought.
There are subtle effects in the interaction that lead to the vibrating behavior of pairs.

These vibrations can be almost harmonic or have a chaotic component, similar to intermittency in low-dimensional systems. The new bonnd states are called vibrating
or shaking pairs, depending on the number of frequencies involved in the dynamics.
Another observation is that the two solitons in the bound state do not have to be
identical. The interaction of two different types of solitons produces naturally vibrating pairs, and even shaking pairs. This complicated dynamics of bound states
can appear without any additional external perturbations. A correct choice of system parameters is the only requirement for the appearance of new solutions. These
observations can have far-reaching consequences. Single solitons can be perfectly
stable for a given set of parameters. However, this does not mean that a bound
state formed from them is either stationary or stable. Moreover, their relations can
be highly complicated.

Chapter 4
Dissipative solitons and
antisolitons
The material presented in this chapter appears in niy pnbhcation [23 .

4.1

Brief overview

The CGLE has an infinite nnmber of sohitions.

Even if we restrict ourselves to

the localised ones, the number of solutions is enormous.

Finding the regions of

parameter space where particular solutions reside is hard work that requires many
nmnerical simulations. Despite these difficulties, certain classifications can be made
using approximations. These have to be confirmed by direct simulations. Nevertheless, such a two-step procedure allows us to make progress in finding new types of
sohitions.
In this Chapter, using the method of moments for dissipative optical solitons, I
show that there are two disjoint sets of fixed points that correspond to stationary
solitons of the complex cubic-quintic Ginzburg - Landau equation with concave and
convex phase profiles, respectively. Numerical simulations confirm the predictions
of the method of moments for the existence of two types of sohitions which we call
'solitons" and 'antisolitons'. Their characteristics are distinctly different.
I consider here the simplest case of stationary 1-D solitons where each has a
plain bell-shaped profile with a single maximum. For this simple case, we expect

to have the property of sohton continuity, i.e.

two stationary bell-shaped solitons

that belong to two different points in the parameter space would be continuously
transformed into each other when changing the parameters of the system. However,
there are two distinctively different areas where two different types of dissipative
solitons exist.

There is no way of continuously transforming a sohton from one

region into a sohton of the other region.
The lack of general analytical solutions for the complex cubic-quintic CGLE
leads us to the necessity of using simple approaches to explore the existence of
certain class of solutions. One of the low-dimensional approximations that can be
used for finding CGLE solitons is the method of moments, combined with the use
of simple trial functions. For plain bell-shaped solitons, the use of a trial function
with only three parameters has proved to be a reasonably good approximation and
it has been justified in this particular case with the finding of two separate branches
of solitons. We confirm the existence of these two branches using direct numerical
simulations of the CGLE.
Our studies are based on an extended complex Ginzburg-Landau equation, that
includes cubic and quintic nonlinear terms.

For conveinence, we rejieat it from

previous chapters:

i-^z + ^ A t + IV'PV' =

+ ie\7p\'^tp + iPiJtt +

- i^lV'lV-

(4.1)

Notations are the same as before.

4.2

The method of moments

The method of moments [34, 63] consists in the reduction of the complete evolution
problem with an infinite number degrees of freedom, to the evolution of a finite
set of pulse characteristics. The problem of solving a partial differential equation
is then reduced to solving a small set of ordinary differential equations.

For a

localized solution with a single maximum, the main pulse characteristics are the
peak amplitude, the pulse width, the position of its center-of-niass and some phase
chirp parameters. For an arbitrary localized field, we can introduce two integrals,

namely the energy Q and momentum P
OO

1 poo
P = -^

/ OO

J-OO { ^ r t -

(4.2)

and higher-order generahzed moments [34]:
OO

poo

/ •OO
h

=

J —OO
(4.3)

[
{t~to){r^t-i^rt)dt,
J —OO

where t o { z ) = I - ^ / Q . The number of higher-order generahzed momenta is infinite. To
reduce the complexity of the model, we can restrict ourselves to deal with a finite
number of them.

Using the original equation (4.1), we can derive the evolution

equations for the generahzed moments [34]:
dO
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is the right-hand-side part of Eq.(4.1). Eqs. (4.4) are quite general, i . e .

they are

valid for a large class of NLSE-type evolution equations, including Eq. (4.1) with
arbitrary coefficients. Up to this point, the equations are exact if we use an exact
solution of (4.1) for ip.

4.3

Low-dimensional approximation

In our low-dimensional approximation, we shall describe the pulse shape by using
the total energy, Q , the width, / , and a chirp factor, c, while taking the central

position along the t axis and soliton velocity to be zero. These 3 non-zero quantities
can give a good representation of the soliton profile. More specifically, we shall use
a higher-order Gaussian-type pulse, viz.
Q(z)

t) =

f

exp

f

f^
- ^^^^

-f ic{z)f

-

zuzj

\

(4.5)

as a trial function for the method of moments. Our studies have shown that this
function gives the best fit for the regions of existence of solitons. Here a(m) is a 2;
independent constant, which is chosen in such a way that the integrated intensity,
i.e. the total energy, is equal to Q. Hence
aim) =

where K is a modified Bessel function of 2nd kind. The constant m can be chosen
arbitrarily, and we now set m = 1, so a{m) = 0.975445.
Substituting (4.5) into the set of equations (4.4), we get a dynamical system for
the variables Q, f and c. Since the function (4.5) is synnnetric in t, the integrals P
and Ii are identically zero. The three other equations comprise a dynamical system
of third order (see Ref.[51, 64] for details):
g,

=

^
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1 . 2 3 7 / g - 1.3191^^^
(4.6)

Stationary solutions of (4.6) are given by the soliton parameters which are 2 independent, i.e. Q{z) = Qo, f{z)

= /o and c{z) = cq. The latter case corresponds to a

fixed point (FP) of the dynamical system (4.6). Fixed points of this three-variable
dynamical system, together with the trial function (4.5), approximate the stationary solitons of the CGLE. Standard linearization techniques can be used to find the
stability of these FPs. Unstable FPs usually correspond to unstable solitons. Stable

F P s may correspond to stable solitoiis but this has to be confirmed by direct numerical simulations of the CGLE. This is related to the fact t h a t an infinite-dimensional
dynamical system has more degrees of freedom to develop a soliton instability.
Solving the dynamical system (4.6) for various e, // and v, I constructed regions
of stable and unstable fixed points in the space of these three parameters of the
CGLE. In order to keep the presentation of the results reasonably simple, let us
keep D, S and

fixed.

Two plots representing the regions of stable and unstable

F P s are shown in Figs. 4.1 and 4.2.
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Figure 4.1: Soliton bifurcation diagram on the e - // plane. There are two regions of
stable fixed points that correspond to two quite different branches of solitons.
S = -0.1,

Here,

- 0 . 0 8 . ;9 = 0.08.

Each plot is a two-dimensional slice of the six-dimensional space of the equation
parameters. Each of these plots clearly shows the existence of two separate regions
of stable fixed points. A point from one region cannot be transformed into a point
from the other region with a continuous change of parameters. Thus, it appears t h a t
these two regions correspond to two different types of solitons of the CGLE. One of
the branches has high energy, Q, while the other one has low energy. Within the lowdimensional approximation (4.6). these F P s are stable in b o t h regions. However, the
results for the stability of exact C G L E sohtons may differ, as we explained above.

4.4

Direct simulations of t h e C G L E

Direct simulations of t h e C G L E (4.1) confirm our predictions made using the simple
model.

We have numerically solved Eq.(4.1) using a split-step Fourier method.
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Figure 4.2: Soliton bifurcation diagram on the e — v plane.

Here, jj, = (5 = - 0 . 1 ,

/3 = 0.125.

Thus, the second-order derivative term in t is solved in Fourier space.

All other

linear and nonlinear terms in the equation are solved in real space Tising a fourthorder Runge-Kutta method.

Most of the simulations presented here were carried

out using a numerical grid of 4096 points in t. We used various values of step sizes
along the spatial and temporal domains to check that the results do not depend on
the mesh intervals, thus avoiding any numerical artifacts.
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Figure 4.3: Regions of existence of the two types of solitons (grey) in e - [i plane (left)
and (e, u) plane (right). The two separate regions are quite distinct. Parameters are
shown in the plot. The hatched region corresponds to exploding solitons.

Fig.

4.3 (left), numerically obtained, shows regions in the (/i,e) plane where

stationary localized solutions can be found.

As predicted by the simple model,

there are two separate regions in the parameter space where dissipative solitons exist.

The grey regions correspond to stable stationary solitons while the hatched region
corresponds to exploding solitons [59, 26, 65]. A comparison between Fig.4.1 and
Fig.4.3(left) shows that there is not only a qualitative agreement between them, but
that they also coincide reasonably well quantitatively. Our simple model, of course,
cannot describe the explosive instability that is related to many degrees of freedom
of the CGLE solitons [65]. Thus, explosive solitons in a simple model will be in the
area of stable fixed points. If we take this into account, the correspondence between
the exact numerical results and the predictions of our simple model is remarkably
close.

4.5

Soliton profiles and energy flow

We have numerically calculated the exact field amplitude and phase profiles of the
solutions for each region of existence of stable solitons. Two illustrative examples are
presented in Fig.4.4. The sohd lines represent the field amplitude of the solitons,
while the dashed lines are their phase profiles.

The upper curves (a) in Fig.4.4

correspond to the upper-right thick black point in Fig.4.3(left) and vice versa: the
lower curves (b) in Fig.4.4 correspond to the lower-left thick black point.
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Figure 4.4: Exact soliton profiles
(b) lower regions in Fig.4.3
(right).

(solid lines) of two examples

(right).

in the (a) upper and

They are marked by thick black dots in

Dashed lines show their corresponding

phase

Fig.4.3

profiles.

There are some obvious differences in the energies, widths and amplitudes of the
two solitons. However, the most visible qualitative difference is in the soliton chirp.

The phase profiles clearly show that the chirps in the two cases are of opposite sign.
Due to this difference, the energy flows from the inside to the outside of the soliton
in the first case while it flows inwards in the second case.
The results obtained from the reduced model (4.6) show that, for Fig.4.1, the
upper right corner region has cj > 0 and cq > 0 (and it is large in magnitude,

i.e.

there is a strong chirp across the soliton), while the stable FP on the lower left
region has cj < 0 and cq < 0 (and it is small in magnitude, so the soliton is weakly
chirped). As regards Fig.4.2, we have cq < 0 (and l<j < 0) in the lower right hand
corner region (low energy Q), while we find Cp > 0 (and a; > 0) in the upper left
corner region (high energy Q). The same patterns for the chirp signs are obtained
in the two distinct regions in Figs. 4.3 (left) and (right) when directly solving the
CGLE.
We can use the reduced model to directly relate the chirp to the energy generation
and flux. For stationary solutions, the density of energy generation, P{t)
to the flux, j{t),

is related

through the following equation (see sect.6 of [25]):
(4.7)

where
J

=
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-

(4.8)
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Using the trial function (4.5) for arbitrary m, we find the normalized flux
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where T = t / f . Then the normalised energy generation is given by
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We have the condition that the total energy generation is zero:
P{t)

(it =

0.

(4.11)

This condition has to be satisfied for stationary solutions, and is clearly valid for
these trial functions.
We plot P and j in Fig.4.5. It is clear that P and j change sign with c, since
they are inversely proportional to c. Thus, the sign of the chirp has an important
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Figure 4.5: Normalized
and normalized

density of energy generation

P across the soliton (solid

line)

energy flux j (dashed line) for reduced model with m = 1. // cq > 0

then the curve shapes (P and j ) are as shown here (c.f. Figs.4-4a and 4-6a ), so that
energy is generated in the centre. However, the curves are plainly inverted if cq < 0,
and then the energy is dissipated in the centre (c.f. Figs.4.4b and 4-6b ).

physical implication.

If cq < 0 then P > 0 in the wings and P

< 0 around the

pulse center. T h i s means that energy is generated in the wings and flows towards
the middle, where it is dissipated.

Conversely, if cq > 0 then P < 0 in the wings

and P > 0 around the pulse center, so energy is generated in the middle and flows
towards the wings, where it is lost. T h i s process, involving an internal flux of energy,
produces the dynamic equilibrium which we call a dissipative soliton.

4.6

"Solitons" and "antisolitons 55

T h e different signs of chirp and frequency offset (cj) appearing for each region (high
Q and low Q)

mean that the phase profile across the soliton is concave up in one

case, and concave down in the other. Hence we can designate them "solitons" and
"aritisohtons" for convenience. T h e phase profile for the C G L E sohtons is not exactly
parabolic, of course, but it is clear from figs.4.4a and 4.4b that the effective chirp
coefficients are opposite in sign, and that the chirp magnitude in fig.4.4a is much
greater than that in fig.4.4 b.
For comparison, we plot the distribution of energy P generated and dissipated
inside of the C G L E soliton in Fig.4.6. W e can see clearly that in the first case (a),
the energy generation is positive in the middle of the soliton and negative in the
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Figure 4.6: Energy generation, P, inside the two types of solitons. In (a), the energy
is generated in the middle of the soliton and is dissipated in the tails while in (b), it
is generated in the tails and dissipated in the center.

wings while in the second case (b), the energy is generated in the tails of the soliton
and dissipated in the middle.

Thus, there is a fundamental ciualitative difference

between the two types of solitons. One type carmot be transformed into the other
with a contirmous change of parameters. To be specific, we call the solitons with
lower energy and cq < 0 (ordinary) dissipative solitons and the localized solutions
of the upper branch (with cq > 0) "dissipative anti-solitons".

Conclusions
In this Chapter, it has been shown that there are two types of stable fixed points in
the reduced system representing dissipative solitons of the C G L E . The parameter
regions of these solitons are disjoint. We have shown that these two types of solitons
have opposite signs of the chirp parameter which governs the direction of energy fiow
inside the soliton. The predictions of the reduced approach have been confirmed by
direct simulation of the CGLE.
There is no doubt that more types of solitons can be found within this model.
However, a simple approximation may not work for more complicated soliton profiles.
Then, to find new regions, we have to make extensive numerical simulations or
develop more sophisticated reductions. These are topics for the future.

Chapter 5
Continuously self-focusing and
continuously self-defocusing 2-D
beams in dissipative media
The material presented in this chapter appears in my pubhcation
While the problem solved in the previous Chapter may seem artificial, it has
a direct physical application to optical beam propagation in nonlinear dissipative
media when we extend it to (2+l)-dimensions. Indeed, in cylindrical beam geometry,
the direction of energy flow defines the conditions of beam focusing. This idea seems
to be simple, but, in order to actually implement it, we must solve the CGLE in
(2+l)-dimensions.

Thus, the regions of existence of two types of solutions in the

parameter space can be completely different from those in the (l+l)-dimensional
case.
In this Chapter, in analogy with the (1+1)-D case, and using the Lagrangian
formalism, with a simple trial function for dissipative optical 2D soliton beams, I
show that there are two disjoint sets of stationary soliton solutions of the complex
cubic-quintic Ginzburg - Landau equation, with concave and convex phase profiles,
respectively. These correspond to continuously self-focusing and continuously selfdefocusing types of 2D sohtons. The predictions may seem sm-prising, since such
beams cannot exist in conservative media. Beams in conservative media change their
shape on propagation, while in dissipative media they maintain constant profiles.

Characteristics of these two types of beams are distinctly different, as the energy
for their existence can be generated either at the center or in the outer layers of the
soliton beam. These predictions are corroborated with direct numerical simulations
of the Ginzburg-Landau equation. Regions of existence in the parameter space of
these two types of solutions are found and they are in reasonable agreement with
the predictions of the Lagrangian approach.
In the second part of the chapter, I present more complicated localized solutions
around these regions. They are found using direct numerical simulations rather than
any approximations. These solutions lack cylindrical symmetry and/or pulsate in
time. There could be many types of these solutions, so I can present only a limited
number of examples of the complex behaviour of these beams.

5.1

Statement of the problem

Optical beam propagation in nonlinear media has been studied in detail by many
researchers [66, 67, 68, 69, 70]. A number of review articles can be found in the
literature on this subject [71, 72].

In self-focusing conservative media, the main

difference between the 1-D and 2-D cases is the problem of collapse [73, 74, 75, 76]. In
the simple paraxial model based on the Nonlinear Schrodinger Equation (NLSE), 2D beams are predicted to contract to an infinitely small spot with an infinite central
field intensity.

Various mathematical models for the description of the collapse

phenomenon have been suggested [66, 67] and assorted mechanisms to avoid it have
been proposed [68, 70, 76 .
The situation in dissipative media of any dimensionality is quite different. Beam
collapse can be arrested due to the dissij^ation. In complete absence of gain, losses
may increase without limit as soon as the field increases to high values.

On the

other hand, the gain-loss balance in the medium may lead to a completely different
behavior of the beam.

Specifically, the energy in dissipative media is generated

at some points of the beam and dissipated at others.

Despite being a dynamical

formation in this sense, the beam can be stationary, with both amplitude profile
and phase chirp across the beam being fixed. A beam having a positive or negative
chirp in a conservative nonlinear medium would necessarily change its profile on

propagation.

It would either self-focus or self-defocus itself.

Dissipative media

admit a different scenario. Even with chirp, the beam may remain stationary and
propagate without changing its shape.
Our model of a dissipative system is the same as before and based on the complex
Ginzburg-Landau equation (CGLE) [21] that has terms responsible for a variety of
gain-loss mechanisms. This equation contains linear as well as nonlinear gain terms.
It also describes self-phase modulation, as well as diffraction which manifests itself as
a discriminator for various angular components of the beam. One of its experimental realizations is spatial dissipative sohtons in semiconductors [77, 78]. Localized
solutions of the CGLE in a bulk medium are 2D beams in a three dimensional space,
with the longitudinal co-ordinate being the propagation direction. Other examples
of two-dimensional dissipative solitons in optics are cavity solitons (CS) [80] and
solitons in wide aperture lasers [81]. The variety of transverse profiles of two dimensional solitons can be enormous. These profiles can evolve in time, or they can be
stationary and stable.
In this chapter, I will show that there are at least two sets of stable stationary
localized solutions with a major qualitative difference: one set consists of "selffocusing" beams (solitons) and the other set of "self-defocusing" beams (anti-solitons
[23]). When we smoothly change the parameters of the medium, viz. the external
pump, nonlinearity, spectral filtering, etc., the solutions also change smoothly in
a given range, but abrupt changes occur at the bifurcation points.

Our studies

reveal the fact that one type of soliton cannot be transformed into the other - either
smoothly or through a bifurcation. In fact, they are separated in parameter space
by a region where no sohtons exist. There is no way of continuously transforming a
soliton from one region into a soliton of the other region.
The two-dimensional beams under study here belong to the class of "dissipative
sohtons" [Ij. Thus, we can make certain conclusions based on our previous experience. To start with, we consider the simplest case of stationary 2-D solitons with
plain "bell-shaped" profiles. This class of solutions can be well-approximated with
reasonably simple trial functions, and this allows us to predict the existence of two
types of solutions using the method of moments or Lagrangian formalism [50]. Numerical simulations confirm the existence of these two types of beams. Moreover,

numerical simulations are not restricted to cylindrically-symmetric beams. Thus,
they allow us to find more complicated beam shapes, as well as their dynamics.
Such solutions do appear in the vicinity of the boundaries of existence of stationary
solutions with cylindrical symmetry. In particular, we found rotating solutions of
elliptic shape, as well as various complexes of several beams, and even 2-D exploding
beams.

5.2

Master equation

Studies of optical beam propagation in nonlinear dissipative media are based on
an extended complex Ginzburg-Landau equation, that includes cubic and quintic
nonlinear terms. This normalized propagation equation can be written in the form
[25 :

t^Jz +

+ IV'PV' +

V =

V + ^/3Vi ip +

+

V-

(5.1)

where il}{z,r) is the normalized envelope of the field. In contrast to the previous
chapters, here we consider two-transverse dimensional operator
,

I d f
r dr \

d
dr

which is the transverse Laplacian for radially synnnetric beams and r is the radial
co-ordinate. Other variables and parameters are the same as before. Namely, 2 is the
propagation distance, D is the diffraction coefficient, u is the coefficient of the quintic
nonlinearity, 5 represents linear losses, e is the nonlinear gain coefficient, (5 stands
for spectral angular filtering in the medium, and /i characterizes the saturation of
the nonlinear gain.
The Lagrangian method [50] allows the reduction of the complete evolution problem, with an infinite number of degrees of freedom, to a much simpler one with just
a few degrees of freedom. The problem of solving a partial difierential equation
is then reduced to solving a small set of ordinary differential equations with variables which involve the main beam characteristics such as the peak amplitude, the
pulse width, the position of its center-of-niass and phase chirp parameters. For an

arbitrary localized field ip, a better variable than amplitude is the beam power, Q:
POO
Q

=

2TT

( 5 . 2 )

\I;\''rdr,

Thus, in our low-dimensional approximation, we shall describe the pulse shape by
using the beam power, Q, the width, /, and a chirp factor, c, while locating the
center of the soliton at the origin. These 3 non-zero quantities, together with a trial
function, can give a good representation of the soliton solution.

5.3

Lagrangian formalism and trial function

Let L be the integral of the Lagrangian density, L^. Hence, we have

where, we have defined
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r

r

d r ,
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Then, Q = 27r S2 is the total beam power. The rate of change of Q is given by [25]
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d z

In the following, we shall use a certain trial function, that, in combination with the
minimization of the Lagrangian, allows us to approximate the real solution.

5.3.1

Quartic-Gaussian trial function

In order to have more flexibility in approximating the beam shape, we used a higherorder Gaussian-type function as a trial function, viz.
r2
I f
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(5.4)

with f{z),

c{z) and Q{z) defined as above and where m is a parameter that controls

the relative contribution of each term (r^ and r^) in the trial function. The complementary error function, Erfc(m), appears in (5.4) to give the correct normalization.
Henceforth, we consider m to be a constant. The function 6{z) in (5.4) represents
the axial phase evolution. For a stationary solution, the values / , c and Q are constants and 0'{z) = u = const.,

so that the phase evolution is linear, 6{z) = OJZ.

For pulsating solutions with radial symmetry, uj = uj{z) oscillates rather than being
constant. Our studies have shown that the function (5.4) gives a good fit for the
beam shape as well as for the regions of existence of solitons in the space of the
equation parameters.
Using (5.4) in the expression for the Lagrangian, we obtain:
,

27r3/2
Erfc(m

Q{z)

54 =

56 =

V =

— mvTT f\z)c'{z)

^e\z).

(5.5)

Erfc (\/2m)
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Euler-Lagrange equations for our dissipative system are (see [50
d

fdL

dz \dp^J
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for each parameter p, where K indicates the dissipative terms of the CGLE, viz.,
K = ^IV^P -h el^lV
We can then easily find

and g

+

+

r

or

{ri^,).

(5.8)

for each p = Q J, c, 6, m. The following equa-

tions are obtained for the trial function rather than for the original P D F (5.1) thus
providing us with valuable approximations.
The first 3 multiplicative factors needed are purely imaginary:
1

dxj)*

iV

dQ

t
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The other 2 are real:
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.

1 d^*
= 1.
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(5.13)

For example.
dL

Q{z

39
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(5.14)

In fact, the 9 equation recovers eqn.(5.3).
The trial function (5.4) can be improved in several ways to give a better fit for
the exact solution. For example, we could use a dilferent form for the phase term in
(5.4). Namely, we coTild replace c{z)r'^ by the expression 6log cosh (^jf^^ • This
form would reflect the fact that the phase tends to be roughly quadratic near the
axis (r = 0) and turns into a linear function when r is larger. Near the center,
c ^ b/p and the sign of b is the same as the sign of c. In reality, this modification
does not lead to significant improvements.
Now we can either set the value of m, e.g. m = const., and then find

Q,f,c

or use the additional rn equation and solve for Q, / , c and the "optimum" rn. In
practice, this latter idea leads to a more complicated dynamical system but does
not give a significant improvement, so we usually study the evolution of the set of
o.d.e's:
Q'{z) = Q.,

f{z)

=

c'{z) = c,

(and then we find 9'{z)), or just get the stationary solutions from the fixed points
by solving the set
Q'(^) = 0,

fiz)

= 0,

c'{z) = 0,

and then use 9'{z) = uj. The fixed points are designated Qo,fo,Co- Various fixed
m lead to different low-dimensional dynamical systems. Generally, they are complicated, with coefficients which are given in terms of hypergeonietric functions of m.
Two relatively simple cases are presented below.

5.3.2

The case m = 1

Using Eq.(5.4) in the Euler-Lagrangian set of equations allow us to obtain a dynamical system for the variables Q, f and c. For example, in the case m = 1 we
have:
= -2.55587

Q{z)

(3c\z)fiz)+

26+ 0.93407
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(5.15)
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-

-

P

i

z

)

Approximate coefficients here have been calculated numerically. Equations (5.15),
(5.16) and (5.17) comprise a complete set. The phase, 6, can be calculated separately
from the following equation:
. . = - 5 . 4 4 4 1 3 ^ c ( . ) - 0.700555

5.3.3

+ ^

Piz)

Piz)

- 0.45628 ^^^^^^
Piz)

(5.18)

Gaussian limit

If we take the hmit rn -> oo. we obtain the Gaussian limit:

1
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(5.19)

The dynamical system in this case takes the exact and simple form:
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(5.21)
(5.22)

plus an additional equation for the phase:
_ 20iyQ'\z)
2n

; Piz)

~

dn^Piz)

(5.23)

5.4

The existence of two classes of beams

Stationary solutions of the dynamical system (eqns.(5.15) to (5.17)) are given by
the sohton parameters which are 2 independent, i.e.

Q{z)

= fo and

= Qq, f{z)

c{z) = Co. W h e n we have these parameters, we can use eqn. (5.18) to

find

= lo.

Such a solution corresponds to a fixed point ( F P ) of the dynamical system. Fixed
points of this three-variable dynamical system, together with the trial function (5.4),
approximate the stationary sohtons of the C G L E . Standard linearization techniques
can be used to find the stability of these FPs. A n example of the soliton profile found
using trial function (5.4) is shown in Fig.5.1. This particular soliton has negative
chirp, c. T h e key result of the present study is that there are sohtons with either
positive or negative chirp c. T h e y are located in different regions of the parameter
space, though their profiles may be similar to each other.

Figure 5.1: An example of radial profile of a beam with negative chirp (c <0).

Exact

profile (solid line) found using CGLE and quartic-Gaussian approximation, (5.4) with
m = 1.6 (dashed line).

Here, 6 = - 0 . 1 , u = -0.08,/x = - 0 . 0 3 , e = 0.22, ^ = 0.08.

The values Qo = 13.8, fo — 1.03, CQ = —0.058 and u — - 1 . 2 , calculated from the
approximation, fit the exact result fairly well.

Guided by the predictions of the reduced method, we have numerically calculated the exact field amplitude and phase profiles of the solutions for each region of
existence of stable sohtons. Direct simulations of the C G L E (5.1) are done without
imposing radial symmetry of the beams and therefore the Laplacian depends on
b o t h variables x and y:
q2

Q2

We have numerically solved Eq.(5.1) in a C a r t e s i a n grid using a split-step Fourier
m e t h o d . T h u s , t h e second-order derivative t e r m s in x a n d y are solved in Fourier
space. All o t h e r linear a n d nonlinear t e r m s in t h e e q u a t i o n are solved in real space
using a f o u r t h - o r d e r R u n g e - K u t t a m e t h o d .

Most of t h e simulations p r e s e n t e d in

this c h a p t e r were carried o u t using a numerical grid of 512 x 512 p o i n t s in
We used various values of step size along t h e x, y a n d ^ variables t o check t h a t t h e
results do not d e p e n d on t h e mesh intervals, t h u s avoiding any numerical a r t i f a c t s .
In this way, we were able t o find regions where stable s t a t i o n a r y solutions exist a n d
t o d e t e r m i n e t h e exact field a m p l i t u d e a n d p h a s e profiles of t h e solutions in these
regions.
Generally, as expected, t h e b e a m s are radially s y m m e t r i c . T w o e x a m p l e s illust r a t i n g t h e two t y p e s of solitons numerically f o u n d are shown in Figs.5.2 a n d 5.3.
T h e a m p l i t u d e profiles are qualitatively similar. However, t h e p h a s e profiles clearly
show t h a t t h e chirps are of opposite sign. T h u s , these two e x a m p l e s belong t o different classes of solitons. We can also notice t h e different p h a s e scales in these two
figures: t h e positive chirj) is m u c h stronger t h a n t h e negative one. T h e a m p l i t u d e
scales show t h a t t h e y m a y carry more power. T h e s e q u a l i t a t i v e observations are in
full agreement w i t h t h e predictions of t h e low-dimensional a p p r o x i m a t i o n .
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v = -0.08, ^ = -0.09
e = 0.5 , (-5 = 0.04
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Figure 5.2: (left) Amplitude

3

(solid line) and phase (dashed line) profiles of the soliton

solution obtained for the following

values of the parameters:

(5 = 0.04, u = - 0 . 0 8 ,

5 = - 0 . 0 4 5 , e = 0.5 and ^ = - 0 . 0 9 .
Figure 5.3: (right) Amplitude
soliton with e = 3, (3 = 2.

(solid line) and phase (dashed line) profiles of the anti-

5.5

Two regions of existence

By solving either of the dynamical systems for various values of the equation parameters of the CGLE, we can construct regions of stable fixed points. In order to keep
the presentation of the results reasonably simple, we keep four equation parameters
fixed and change the other two, looking at these two-dimensional slices of the sixdimensional space of the equation parameters {D,

e, 5, /i and v) to find where

FPs exist and are stable. Proceeding in this way, we have observed the existence
of two separate regions of stable fixed points. A point from one region cannot be
transformed into a point from the other region with a continuous change of parameters. Thus, it appears that these two regions correspond to two different types of
solitons of the CGLE. One of the branches has positive chirp, c, and high power, Q,
while the other one has negative chirp and low power. Within the low-dimensional
approximation, FPs in both regions are stable.
Figs. 5.4 and 5.5 respectively show two 2-D regions where these two types of
different solutions exist. In particular. Figure 5.4 shows the region of existence of
solitons with negative chirp. The negative chirp means that the beam is continuously
self-focusing. Figure 5.5 shows the region of existence of solitons with positive chirp.
Such a beam is contirmously self-defocusing. The gray area in each case represents
the results obtained from the low-dimensional approach, while the hatched area is
obtained from numerical simulations of the whole CGLE, as described above. The
region obtained with the reduced model approximates the exact results quite well
in the case of self-focusing solitons. The agreement is qualitatively reasonable for
the region of self-defocusing beams (anti-solitons).

A similar situation has been

observed in the 1-D case [23 .
Thus, using the low-dimensional approximation, we predict the existence of two
types of 2-D beams with qualitatively different properties. The beams of one class
have negative chirp and are continuously self-focusing, while beams of the other
type have positive chirp and are continuously self-defocusing. However, each type
of beam remains stationary along the direction of propagation, z. These two types
of beams are located in two different regions of the parameter space and are not
connected to each other. Continuously self-defocusing beams normally have higher

v=-0.08

6=-0.045,

n=-0.05

Figure 5.4: (left) Region of existence of solitons with negative chirp (CQ < 0) in the
(/i, e) plane found using the trial function

(5.4)- Stable FPs exist in the gray region.

The hatched area shows the region where stable stationary solutions are obtained numerically using the full Ginzburg-Landau equation.

The two regions match reasonably

well.
Figure 5.5: (right) Region of existence of anti-solitons with positive chirp (CQ > 0) (or
self-defocusing

type of solitons) in the (f3,e) plane.

the low-dimensional

approximation

numerical simulations.

The gray region is obtained with

while the hatched region is obtained with direct

The parameters

are: D =

v = —0.08,^ = —0.05,

=

-0.045.

power, Q, than continuously self-focusing ones.

5.6

Soliton chirp and energy flow across the soHtons

The soliton chirp is an important physical parameter that is related to the energy
flow inside the beanr. In order to see this, let us recall the continuity equation for
dissipative systems [1]. For stationary solutions, the density of energy generation,
P ( r ) is related to the energy flow j ( r ) through the following equation:

P{r)

=

1 d
-^{r]).
r or

(5.24)

where
J = - {^P^r -

A r ) -

(5.25)

and
P{r)

=

+

+ f5 ' ''•'•i^ -2\A
ol/, 12 , 1 ^
r dr

+

(5.26)

Now, we can use the reduced model to relate the chirp to the energy generation and
flux across the beam.
Using the trial function (5.4) for arbitrary m, we find the flux to be

J =

^RcqQO
exp
m7r^^'^Eric{m) fc

(m^ +

R^f

(5.27)

where R = r / f o . T h e n the energy generation P is given by

=

m^7r3/2erfc(m)/Q

Normalized values of P{R) = P ^

(m^ +

exp

and j{R)

= j^

R^y

(5.28)

are plotted in Fig.5.6. These

values do not depend on the chirp. P{R) is positive at the center of the beam while
j{R)

is positive in the whole interval.
Pj
1.5

Figure 5.6: Normalized
function

energy generation

(solid line) and flux (dashed line) as a

of the normalized radius R — r / f o . Here, m = I.

We have the condition t h a t t h e total energy generation is zero:
RP{R)dR=0.

(5.29)

This condition has to be satisfied for stationary solutions, and is clearly valid here
for all m.

As we can see from (5.27) and (5.28), the values j and P are directly

proportional to CQ. If CQ < 0, energy is generated in the outer parts of the beam
where P > 0, and flows to the central area where it is dissipated. In a conservative
medium, this process would correspond to the beam self-focusing. If cq > 0, then
the process is the opposite: the energy is generated near to the central axis where
P > 0, and it is dissipated in the outer parts of the beam where P < 0. Again, in a
conservative medium, this would correspond to the self-defocusing of the beam.
Clearly, in the case of a conservative medium, the beam could not be stationary
when either self-focusing or self-defocusing occurs. In dissipative media, this effect,
involving an internal radial flux of energy in the beam, produces the dynamical equilibrium within the stationary solution. Thus, the beam can be either continuously
self-focusing or continuously self-defocusing.
We could use a different form for the phase term, viz.
replace c{z)r'^ in eqn.(5.4).

6log ^cosh

to

As mentioned above, this form reflects the fact the

phase tends to be roughly quadratic near the axis (r=0) and linear when r is larger.
We then obtain, for the flux:
. _

2 t a n h ( P ) bQp

{rn^ +

H^f

(5.30)

For the energy generation, we obtain the following expression:
p

^

PifeQo

jm^ + R^f
m?

(5.31)

where
Pi = 2m2psech2(p) + 2 [m^ ( l - 4p2) _

tanh(P).

The curves for normalized j and P would be similar to those in Fig.5.6, as
log[cosh(P)] «

PV2

for small R. The different signs of chirp for the two types of solitons mean that, in
one case the on-axis phase is retarded relative to the outer part (negative c or b),
and in the other case it is advanced with respect to the outer part (positive c or b).
Turning now to the exact results, we plot the distribution of energy, P , generated
and dissipated inside of the soliton, as found numerically, directly from the CGLE.
These are shown in Fig.5.7 and 5.8. In the first case, energy is generated in the

outer p a r t s of the soliton and dissipated near the center of the b e a m (see Fig.5.7),
while in the second case, the energy generation is positive near the axis of the sohton
and negative in the wings (see Fig.5.8). Thus, there is a f u n d a m e n t a l qualitative
difference between the two types of solitons. We can also designate t h e m "dissipative
solitons" (negative c or 6) and "dissipative antisolitons" (positive c or 6), in analogy
with the I D case considered in the previous chapter. Generally, antisolitons tend to
have high positive chirp and higher power Q t h a n negatively chirped solitons.
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E = 0.5 , p = 0.04
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Figure 5.7: (left) Energy generation as function

I I I

of the radius r for the self-focusing

soliton shown in Fig. 5.2.
Figure 5.8: (right) Energy generation as function of the radius r for the self-defocusing
soliton shown in Fig. 5.3.

In 2-D geometry, t h e first case corresponds to continuously self-focusing solitons,
while the second one corresponds to continuously self-defocusing solitons. In each
case, the b e a m remains stationary, i.e., it does not change its transverse profile.
This shows a conceptual difference between b e a m propagation in conservative and
dissipative media.

Conclusion
In conclusion, using the Lagrangian formalism with a quartic-Gaussian trial function
for dissipative optical 2D sohton beams, it was shown that there are two sets of stationary soliton solutions of the complex cubic-quintic Ginzburg - Landau equation.

Their properties are distinctly different. Firstly, the parameter regions of existence
of these sohtons are well-separated. Secondly, these two types of solitons have opposite signs of the chirp parameter which governs the direction of energy flow inside
the soliton beam. As a consequence, they have concave and convex phase profiles,
respectively. Thus, the beams of one type are continuously self-focusing, while the
beams of the other type are continuously self-defocusing 2D solitons. This type of
beam evolution can only happen in dissipative media with gain and loss. Regions of
existence in the parameter space of these two types of solutions are in a reasonable
agreement with the predictions of the Lagrangian approach.

Chapter 6
What happens near the areas
where stationary solutions become
unstable?
The material presented in this chapter appears in my publications [82, 83].
When a rachally symmetric solution loses stability, it may be transformed into
a more complicated beam. Direct simulations reveal that, in addition to stationary
beams, there are localized structures that cannot easily be obtained using simple
approximations.

The regions of existence of regular solitons or antisolitons are

surrounded by regions of non-stationary beams.

A rich variety of such solutions

exists, with unique dynamics for each type.
Right above the region of soliton beams (Fig.5.4), and partially overlapping
with it, we find regions that correspond to stable rotating beam complexes. These
regions are shown in Fig.6.1.

The type of solution that we obtain depends on

the equation parameters, as well as on the initial conditions, since several stable
solutions exist for the same set of parameters.

We observe three major types of

rotating structures. The regions of their existence can shghtly overlap, indicating
bistability at the borders between different regions. Thus, small hysteresis loops can
be observed when increasing or decreasing the e value.
In particular, some of the observed structures consist of two or more beams
with circular symmetry, combined into a single beam with higher energy. Similar
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Figure 6.1: Regions of existence of stable rotating structures.

-0.02
These regions are located

around (mainly above) the upper part of the hatched region in Fig.5.4cally hatched area (denoted I) corresponds

to rotating double beams. The

hatched area (denoted II) corresponds to oscillating
beams. The dark area (III) corresponds

Here the verti-

and simultaneously

to rotating oval shaped single

horizontally

rotating

double

beams.

structures were found previously in the 3-D case [79] for the transversal profiles. Relatively simple double-peaked beams, lacking circular symmetry rotating and with
constant angular velocity, are observed in region I of Fig.6.1. When changing parameters and reaching region II, the distance between the two beams forming the
complex oscillates. In the first case (region I - region II). the power. Q is constant,
while in the second case (region II), it oscillates. Starting from a solution in region
I and decreasing e, the separation between the two components of the complex decreases, reaching a point at which the two beams merge and a beam of oval shape
appears. It rotates with constant angular velocity. An example is shown in Fig.6.2
below. However, this scenario does not always occur: for smaller values of /i (less
than —0.08) the regions I and III separate (note the white strip at the smallest
values of ^ in Fig.6.1). Then one solution cannot be transformed into another by
smoothly changing e.
Comparing Figs.5.4 and 6.1, it can be seen that cylindrically symmetric beams
co-exist with rotating solutions in region III and also partially in region II, resulting
in bistability in a relatively wide region. Fig.6.1 shows three distinctive regions. The
vertically hatched region I corresponds to stable rotating double-beam structures.
The horizontally hatched region II corresponds to periodic double soliton structures
with oscillating separation between the two beams. The dark gray region III corre-

X
¥

Figure 6.2:
Fig.6.1.

Transverse

profile

Its exact location

by a white

of a rotating

in the parameter

soliton

existing

in the dark region

space in region III is marked in

of

Fig.6.1

circle.

sponds to rotating oval-shaped single beams. An example of such a beam is plotted
in Fig.6.2.

Its location in region III of Fig.6.1 is denoted by a white circle.

The

upper boundary of region I in Fig.6.1 has additional substructures which cannot be
resolved on the scale of this figure. Specifically, the beams tend to become wider
and complexes of several solitons can be observed. One example is shown in Fig.6.3.
This solution appears at the point denoted by the dark rhombus in Fig.6.1).
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Figure 6.3: Purely rotating
represented

quadruple

by the dark rhombus in

beam.

Fig.6.1.

Its location

in the parameter

space is

Figure 6.4: Region of existence of stable antisolitons (hatched area). This is a magnification of a part of Fig. 5.5. The gray area represents the region of pulsating

6.1

solutions.

Non-stationary structures around anti-solitons

The region of existence of anti-solitons in Fig.5.5 is also snrronnded by a region of
non-stationary structures that can be found using direct numerical simulations of
the C G L E . These solutions are qualitatively different from those described in the
previous section. Figure 6.4 presents a magnification of part of the hatched region
shown in Fig.5.5. In addition to the hatched region, it shows, in gray, a region where
soliton solutions evolve periodically.
pulsations is shown in Fig.6.5.

One example of radially symmetric soliton

T h e solution conserves the circular synnnetry on

propagation, but its profile changes ])eriodically between the two shapes represented
in parts a) and b) of Fig.6.5. T h e total {)ower Q has extrema at these points. Their
locations, in z, are indicated by the dashed lines in Fig.6.5c.
T h e anti-solitons have higher powers than solitons, and correspondingly, they can
be easily transformed into exploding solitons. For the 1-D case, they were discovered
in [59, 26]. Figure 6.6 gives the evolution of power Q in z for an exploding soliton
existing in the 2-D case.

These solutions are found in the upper left side of the

region for anti-solitons (not shown here). T h e soliton explodes intermittently, thus
resulting in significant bursts of power above the average, recovering the initial
radially cylindrical shape after each explosion. As was shown for the 1-D exploding
solitons, this uimsual dynamics api)ears as a result of an instability. T h e y can be
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Figure 6.5: Example of pulsating solution. Beam profile of the solution at a) a maximum and b) a minimum of Q. c) Periodic evolution of Q vs. z
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Figure 6.6: Evolution of the power for an exploding beam

clearly observed in the way described above close to the left side of the gray area in
Fig.6.4. Further away from this boundary, the explosions become more violent and,
as a result more than one beam can be generated in some cases. This gives rise to
a very complicated dynamics, ending up with the whole numerical grid filled with
the solution. These type of solitons need more numerical studies to be understood
in their full complexity.

6.2

Transformations of continuously self-focusing
and continuously self-defocusing dissipative solitons

As in conservative homogeneous 2-D systems, radially symmetric node-less beams
should be considered as the ground-state modes of its corresponding 2-D nonlinear
dynamical system. Ground state modes are stable in certain regions of the parameter
space.

At the edges of the stability regions, the appearance of either pulsating

radially symmetric solutions or stable radially asymmetric solutions can be expected.
Transformations happen at the points of bifurcation which in a multi-parameter
space can be generalized to surfaces of bifurcations. Other types of solutions can
also appear as a result of such bifurcations. Thus, it is natural to find, as a first step,
the set of radially symmetric solutions and then extend it to more complicated cases.
However, it happens that dissipative systems in contrast to conservative ones admit
more than one class of radially symmetric solutions. As was shown in the previous
Chapter, there are two major types of radially symmetric dissipative sohtons of the
two-dimensional CGLE. Both have bell-shaped amplitude profiles without nodes in
their radial field distribution. The qualitative difference between them is their either
concave or convex phase profiles, making them either continuously self-focusing or
contiimously self-defocusing beams. Both are robust in their corresponding regions
of stability.

However, at the edges of the stability regions, their behaviors differ

significantly. The study of this difference can shed light on the properties of the
stationary solitons as well. Thus, our aim in this work is to progress in this direction.
In (l-l-l)-D configuration, dissipative solitons beyond their region of stability can
be transformed into pulsating solutions and these into exploding solitons [59]. The
latter stay as stationary solitons for certain distance of propagation and intermittently explode into many pieces [26]. In the (2-|-l)-D case, this is the only instability
we were able to find around continuously self-defocusing beams (dissipative antisolitons). On the other hand, contiimously self-focusing beams have a rich structure of
bifurcations around the boundaries of the region of their stable existence. Radially
symmetric beams can be transformed into beams of elliptic shape, beams of coni-

pletely asymmetric shape, pulsating beams etc., when we change the parameters of
the system. The study of these transformations is one of the interesting aspects of
the theory of dissipative sohtons. In this section, we give (2+l)-D sohitions with
distinctive features which appear close to the boundaries of the regions of existence
of continuously self-focusing and continuously self-defocusing sohtons.
Around the boundaries of existence of radially symmetric stationary solutions,
more complicated objects can be observed. Then numerics appears to be the main
tool to study them. They can be detected when we start from the region of stationary
solutions and continuously change one or two of the equation parameters, while
keeping all the others fixed. At some point, the radially symmetric solution ceases
to be stable, and a new solution appears.
As before, we use the beam power, Q, as the main parameter of the solution
monitored in simulations:
CO

/

/ \i;{x,y,z)\'dxdy,
oo J — oo

(6.1)

As we are interested in solutions that lack the radial symmetry, the integration in
(6.1) is distinctively two-dimensional. The value of Q for a localized solution is finite
and changes smoothly while the solution stays within the region of existence of a
certain type of solitons. The value of Q changes abruptly when there is a bifurcation
and the solution jumps from a branch of solitons that become unstable to another
branch of stable solitons. Thus, monitoring Q allows us to find bifurcations in an
easy way. Observing a finite Q also reveals the stability of a solution. As soon
as the solution becomes unstable, it diverges and the value of Q either converges
to another fixed value, vanishes or goes to infinity. In the case that the resulting
solution is pulsating, instead of a fixed value of Q, we obtain a band of Q values
that correspond to the changing power of the soliton. As we are interested in
bifurcations from radially symmetric solitons, we start simulations from those found
in the previous chapter.
Figure 6.7a shows a region in the parameter space (region I) where radially
symmetric continuously self-focusing beams have been found earlier. A region of
existence of continuously self-defocusing beams (region II) is shown in Fig.6.7b. Our
aim here is to study what happens around these two regions. A complete mapping

is a difficult task because of the multiplicity of the different types of solutions and
the myriad of bifurcations between them.

Thus, we restrict ourselves t o certain

examples which on one h a n d show these difficulties and on the other h a n d represent
the possible types of solutions. Any a t t e m p t of classification of the solutions at this
stage would be premature.
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Figure 6.7: Regions (in blue) in the parameter space with radially symmetric
stationary

beams.

stable

The plot on the left (a) shows the region for continuously

focusing beams (region I) and on the right (b) the one for continuously

self-defocusing

beams (region II). The location of these two regions in the five-dimensional
space is such that they cannot be represented in the same plane.
beyond these regions are either non-stationary

self-

Soliton

or lose the radial symmetry.

parameter
solutions
Below,

we give examples located at the points indicated here by green, yellow and red lines.
The change in color corresponds to a bifurcation.

The arrows indicate the direction

in which the parameters have been changed while obtaining a particular

bifurcation

diagram.
We have chosen a few lines t h a t cross the boundaries of the blue regions in Fig.6.7
and studied the types of solutions t h a t appear around them. W h e n two types of
solutions are stable sinmltaneously, the sinmlations produce the one which is closer
to the initial condition. Moving step by step in small increments of e or

we can use

as the initial condition the solution obtained at the previous step. This technique
allows us to follow the branch of the solution t h a t was stable at t h e previous step.
Moving first in one direction and then in the opposite direction provides us with t h e
information about the types of solutions t h a t exist on this line and the bifurcations
between them. T h e bifurcation diagrams presented below are obtained in this way.

Shifting the direction in the parameter space along which we move, changes the
bifurcation diagram but keeps the major types of solutions obtained here intact.
As the blue region I in Fig.6.7a represents the "ground state" solutions, there are
no solitons below it because the power pumped into the system is smaller for lower
values of e. Solutions with higher power Q exist above the blue region I. The specific
cases presented below are obtained on the two vertical lines in Fig.6.7a and on the
upper left horizontal line in Fig.6.7b. Namely, Fig.6.8 corresponds to the right hand
side vertical line with ji = - 0 . 0 3 at (a). Figs.6.9, 6.10 and 6.11 are obtained for
/U = —0.08, i.e. on the left hand side vertical line in (a). The horizontal line in
(b) for e = 5 corresponds to the case shown in Fig.6.16. Each color interval of the
lines (green, yellow or red) corresponds to a particular type of solution. The arrows
show the direction in which the parameters e or /3 were changed when obtaining
a bifurcation diagram. When there is no arrow, the bifurcation diagram does not
depend on the direction of changing the parameter.

The red solid circle in (a)

represents the location of the case shown in Fig.6.14.

6.3

Bifurcation diagrams

As explained above, we are interested in soliton dynamics at the parameter regions
adjacent to the regions of stable stationary solitons. Firstly we concentrate on the
regions close to the region of continuously self-focusing radially symmetric solitons
(region I). The existence of boundaries manifests the instability of the stationary
soliton and the corresponding bifurcation of the soliton into a different state. These
boundaries are surfaces in a five-dimensional parameter space (j/, d, e, /3,

They can

be visualized using two dimensional plots with three of the parameters being fixed.
Transitions related to the loss of stability can take a multiplicity of different forms.
Each one has to be studied individually. Here we can only present the crossing of
the boundary of stability at a single point and in a single direction. We may expect
that when we move this point along the boundary, the qualitative features in the
transition region will still be similar to those of the one that we present when the
point is still in close proximity to the original one. At the same time, we may also
expect that the major qualitative difference in the type of transition will happen

when we switch from the b o u n d a r y of sohtons t o the b o u n d a r y of anti-sohtons. This
was explained, roughly, in the previous chapter.
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Figure 6.8: Bifurcation of an elliptic soliton from the self-focusing radially

symmetric

one.

One of the simplest bifurcations t h a t we have found is the transition from a
radially symmetric solution to a soliton of elliptic shape t h a t is also stable and
stationary.

This transformation h a p p e n s close to t h e blue region in Fig.6.7a on

the short green vertical line with /i = —0.03.

T h e bifurcation diagram for such

transformation is shown in Fig.6.8. T h e b e a m with radial symmetry loses its stability
after the bifurcation (blue dashed curve in the diagram). This can be considered as
an example of symmetry breaking bifurcation in the case of 2-D beams. Due to the
symmetry of the equation (5.1), the long axis of the elliptic soliton can have any
direction in the (x, y)-plane; this causes the solution to rotate. This elliptic soliton
is the only stationary, albeit rotating, solution different from the radially symmetric
one t h a t we were able to find for // = —0.03. It exists in a stripe (marked in red)
above the upper b o u n d a r y of the blue region (region I). Depending on the initial
conditions, the b e a m may oscillate around the configuration with radial synnnetry
before finally converging to the stationary b e a m of elliptic shape.
Fig.6.9(a) shows, in red d o t t e d line, the b e a m power of the solutions obtained
when we increase e, starting from a radially symmetric solution at 6 = 0.2.
power Q increases continuously until an a b r u p t transition occurs at e

The

0.52. T h e

latter is shown by the black arrow pointing up. It indicates the transformation of
the single soliton solution into a stable rotating double-beam complex, which exists
in the range of e from 0.47 to 0.6. Thus, from here, we can either increase or decrease
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Figure 6.9: a) Q versus e diagram as obtained when increasing (red dotted line) or
decreasing e (blue dashed line), b) magnification of a portion of the upper blue curve
around the hysteresis

cycle between the two black arrows in (a).

this case correspond to stationary
corresponds to stationary

The red dots in

beams of elliptic shape while the blue dashed line

beams without any radial symmetry.

Typical examples of

these two types of solutions are plotted in Figs. 6.10a and 6.10b respectively for the e
values indicated here with the red and blue arrows. Black vertical lines with continuous
values of Q in (b) correspond to pulsating localized solutions.

€ and stay at the same branch of sohtons. Reaching further e = 0.6, we observe a
second bifurcation where Q takes a continuous interval of values. It corresponds to
pulsating and simultaneously rotating double beams with an oscillating value of Q.
4
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E = 0.44

(a)

^

(b)

Figure 6.10: Solitons (a) of an elliptic shape and (b) without any radial symmetry
(comma-shaped) for the values of e indicated in Fig. 6.9b by the red and blue arrows.

Alternatively, when we decrease the value of e, Q follows the blue line.

Two

solutions can be observed in a certain interval of e values, manifesting a hysteresis
phenomenon. Moreover, we can observe additional bifurcations in this region which
can b e clearly seen if we magnify properly this region of e (see Fig.6.9b).

When

we move from right to left, three main transitions can be clearly seen: i) transition
from a double-beam complex (black solid line) to an asymmetric comma-shaped
solution (blue dashed line), both being stationary, ii) transition to pulsating solutions
(vertical lines indicating that Q takes a continuous set of values) and iii) transition
to elliptically shaped beams along the red dotted line. The red and blue vertical
arrows indicate the values of e for which the solution is plotted in figures 6.10a and
6.10b respectively. These 3D-plots illustrate the type of solutions that we obtain in
the ranges between the bifurcations. Fig.6.10(a) shows the solution with an elliptic
profile while Fig.6.10(b) shows the solution that looks as composed of two unec^ual
beams closely attached to each other. The profile would look more comma-shaped
on a contour plot.
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Figure 6.11: A portion of the diagram in Fig. 6.9b with a magnified scale. In this case
only the maxima (QM)

o-nd minima (Qm) of the beam power are shown.

The two

branches for stationary solutions corresponding to solutions of elliptic shape (left) or
highly asymmetric solutions (comma-shaped) with constant Q are shown in green. The
red points represent the maxima of the curves Q(z) and the blue points the minima.
The data for this plot are obtained when decreasing e. The period-1 solutions bifurcate
from the asymmetric solutions at e = 0.45.

Period-doubling bifurcations appear at

e — 0.446. A much more complicated type of pulsations appear ate = 0.445. These look
like a beating of the two types of stationary solutions (elliptic and highly asymmetric).

Fig.6.9 shows that soliton solutions are highly sensitive to the change of e. Indeed, if we further magnify the scale of e in Fig.6.9b we will be able to see more

bifurcations.

These are shown in Fig.6.11.

For the sake of clarity, we just show

here tire maximal and minimal values of Q{z) denoted as QM and Qm respectively.
The green line at the left hand side of this plot corresponds to rotating solitons
with fixed elliptic profile. Their fixed, although rotating, shape results in their fixed
values of Q. The green line at the right hand side of the plot corresponds to highly
asymmetric solitons with the fixed shape of a comma that are also rotating. Typical
examples of the two shapes are shown in Fig.6.10. Several bifurcations appear in
between these two regions. The first one, when reducing e appears as a transition
from stationary solution to pulsating soliton with a single period of pulsations. The
resulting Q oscillates between the red and blue curves that correspond to the maximal and minimal values of Q of the pulsations. The oscillations of Q are very close
to being harmonic for pulsating solutions with a single period. The pulsations turn
into period doubled ones at the second bifurcation in Fig.6.11. As a result, the two
curves split into four at this point.

Further reduction in e results in the soliton

evolution that looks very much like chaotic before finally turning into an elliptically
shaped stationary solitons. Generally speaking, a myriad of other bifurcations may
occur at this short interval.

6.4

Period-1 pulsating solitons

Pulsating solutions appear in dissipative systems as naturally as stationary ones as
they represent limit cycles of the infinite-dimensional dynamical system [26]. For
1-D systems they are usually located near the stationary solutions in the parameter
space.

The transformation of stationary solutions into pulsating ones occurs in

the form of an Andronof-Hopf bifurcation.

Due to the relative simplicity of the

sohton profile in the 1-D case, this bifurcation can be studied using a trial function
approximation in combination with the method of moments [64]. In the 2-D case,
the pulsating soliton profile can be much more complicated.

In fact, in most of

the cases it lacks the radial symmetry, thus making approximation with a trial
functions difficult. Radially symmetric pulsating solutions exist only in the vicinity
of the region of continuously self-defocusing beams (region II). Near the region I,
the shape of pulsating solitons look similar to the examples shown in Fig.6.12. The

soliton profile changes continuously upon propagation. The profiles given in Fig.6.12
are taken when the value of Q takes its maximal or minimal value inside each period
of pulsations. As we can see, in each case, the beam lacks the radial symmetry.

Figure 6.12: Pulsating 2-D

soliton profiles when the oscillating power Q takes its (a)

maximal and minimal values (dashed and dotted vertical lines in Fig. 6.13 respectively).

The beam power Q in this case is a periodic and almost harmonic function of
the propagation distance

This function calculated for a fixed set of equation

parameters is shown in Fig.6.13a. The green region in this plot shows one period
of evolution of the soliton. The dashed vertical lines determine the vahie of z for
which the profiles in Fig.6.12 are taken. Namely, the red dashed line corresponds to
a maximum of power Q while the blue dotted line corresponds to a mininnnn of Q.
The beam rotates, continuously, changing its profile at the same time. The snapshot
of the beam at one point of its evolution i)resented in Fig.6.13b shows clearly that
the beam is on the verge of splitting into two separate beams. Thus, the dissipative
pulsating soliton in this example should be considered as a two-soliton complex
with continuous unsuccessful attemi)ts to split into two independent beams. In the
particular case that is shown above, one of the beams comprising the complex is
weaker than the other one making the structure asynnnetric. In addition, the whole
structure is rotating. In fact, it is the asynnnetry of the soliton that pushes it into
a spiraling motion. The periodicity itself has nothing to d o with its rotation. The
angular speed of rotation is not related to the frequency of pulsations. Thus, the
rotation does not influence the jjeriodicity in evolution of Q. The whole structure,
on average, also moves in transverse direction. This is not surprising because the
momentum as well as the power Q are not conserved in dissipative systems.

The

asymmetry of the beam causes its motion because of the asymmetry in the energy

flow across the soliton. T h e asymmetry of the sohton changes with the speed which
differs from the angular speed of its rotation, thus resulting in an average transverse
motion.
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Figure 6.13: (a) Periodic evolution of Q versus z for a pulsating soliton with a single
period.

The red and blue vertical lines show a maximum and a minimum of Q. The

corresponding profiles are shown in Fig. 6.12a and Fig. 6.12b respectively.

The actual

beam shape in transverse direction is shown in (b).

6.5

Elliptic beam oscillations

Soliton pulsations in the example of the previous section do not have any radial
symmetry. T h e question arises whether pulsations that keep the radial symmetry
are at all possible around the region I. W h e n shifting to a different point (e.g.,
= —0.05) along the upper boundary of region I in Fig.6.7a we can find symmetric
b e a m oscillations which, after some propagation distance, end up being transformed
into an elliptic shape solution. These are shown in Fig.6.14. The main plot shows
the evolution of Q with

Simulations started from a shghtly elongated beam at

z — 0, namely
?/;(a;,y,0) = 5 exp

/ X \^
" (y^J "

f y
(f].

As the parameters are chosen at the margin of stability of stationary solutions, the
b e a m cannot converge to the radially symmetric solution of Eq.5.1.

Instead, the

small initial asymmetry increases and after an initial transition, the beam converges
to a pulsating state without radial symmetry. The beam still has radially symmetric
profile when Q takes its maximum value but elongates alternatively either in x or in

y directions when Q takes its minimal value. Three consecutive color coded contour
plots for the intensity profiles at the extremal points of Q(z) are shown in the lower
left inset panels of the figure. The orientation of the elongated profile changes from
one consecutive minimum to another one, as shown in the inset. Oscillations of Q are
harmonic with high accuracy as shown in the upper left panel of the figure which is a
magnified version of the (5(z)-plot between z = 100 and
are persistent and last from

= 110. These oscillations

« 60 till z ss 260. However, the pulsating solution

at the chosen set of parameters is not completely stable and it is transformed into
another stable solution at the end of this interval. Namely, it is transformed into
another elongated structure which can be considered as a two-soliton complex. The
color contour plot for the intensity profile is shown in the upper right panel of the
figure. This beam is also rotating around the central point of its synunetry. Thus,
we tend to think that pulsations that keep the radial symmetry at any z do not exist
around the region I. Additional studies are needed to give a more definite answer to
the question posed in the beginning of this section.

6.6

More complicated pulsations

One of the distinctive features of the simple pulsations presented in the two previous
sections is the almost harmonic evolution of Q{z). This feature disappears when we
move into the visibly chaotic region in the center of the diagram in Fig.6.11. The
beam evolution is still periodic but far from being harmonic. Three examples of
complicated evolution of Q{z) are shown in Fig.6.15a. The three curves (blue, green
and red) have a few common features. The power of the beam experiences periodic
bursts with preliminary oscillations of smaller amplitude. The latter are preceded
by intervals of almost constant Q. These complicated changes of Q appear due to
the involved evolution of the soliton profile itself. The shape of the beam at one
point is shown in Fig.6.15b.

In the intervals with relatively small changes of Q,

the profile takes an elongated asymmetric shape. Due to the asynnnetry, the beam
center rotates in the transverse plane. Subsequent oscillations of Q correspond to
the appearance of two maxima in the beam profile and a tendency to split the
solution into two beams with radiation waves shed around them. The beam profile
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Figure 6.14: Dissipative

soliton oscillations

lution converges to these oscillations
shown in greater resolution

500

in two transverse

dimensions.

The so-

at around z « 120. The power oscillations

in the upper left inset; they are almost harmonic.

are
Color

plots in the lower left insets show the intensity profiles when Q reaches two consecutive
minima

(left and right frames)

and any maximum

are weakly unstable and are transformed

(central frame).

into a stable configuration

The

oscillations

at z ^ 260, con-

sisting of a twin soliton profile shown at the upper right inset that rotates around its
center of

symmetry

at this stage has the famihar comma shape. The bursts of power appear when the
two beams are separated by the maximal distance inside each period. The beam
itself wanders around with the center of mass moving in circles in the transverse
direction.
Figure 6.16a shows the trajectory of the main maximum of the optical field in
one full period of evolution. The curve is plotted for the value of e = 0.4446 that
corresponds to the blue curve in Fig.6.15a. Fig.6.16b reproduces more clearly one
period of evolution of Q iov e — 0.4446. The "quiet" stage of evolution with almost constant Q is shown in Fig.6.16a in blue line while the "turbulent" stage of
evolution, when Q changes substantially, is shown in green line. The latter corresponds to the interval in fig.6.16b enclosed inside the green rectangle. The beam
moves intermittently from one position to another one inside this green interval.
T h e beam rotates but stays almost at the same position outside of the green box
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Figure 6.15: (a) Periodic evolution of Q versus z for three values of epsilon. As epsilon
decreases the maxima of Q increases as well as the separation between "bursts".

The

red curve is horizontal for large interval of values of z during which the solution is of
elliptic shape, (b) The transverse beam profile.

where Q hardly changes. T h e bhie t r a j e c t o r y in Fig.6.16a is a circle rather t h a n a
point because the m a x i m u m of the field is shifted relative to the center of mass of
the beam. To complete the description we should add t h a t the evolution of Q is
strictly periodic rather t h a n intermittent.
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Figure 6.16: Periodic evolution of the solution fore = 0.4446 (blue curve in Fig.6.15).
The green trajectory in (a) corresponds to the green zone in (b).

Similar behavior can be observed in a small b a n d of e values from 0.4446 to
0.4451. Six consecutive periods of evolution of the b e a m for e = 0.4449 are shown
in Fig.6.17. Each of the six periods is depicted in a different color. T h e evolution
of the power Q is identical in each of the periods. T h e t r a j e c t o r y of the m a x i n m m
of the optical field in each period is similar to the one shown above.

Each time,

it converges to a circle whose center shifts to another position from one period to
the next. The shifts are regular and all circles are located around a fixed point in
space.

So, in average, the beam stays at the same place in space. The fast part

of the trajectory is sensitive to numerical errors. Thus, the boundaries of the used
numerical grids are taken to be far away from the beams and calculations have
been repeated with several grid sizes and step lengths to be sure that no numerical
artifacts are presented here.
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Figure 6.17: a) Trajectory of the peak intensity of the solutions in the (X,Y)

plane

and b) evolution of Q versus z. Six periods are plotted, each with a different color.
The position of the solution behaves somehow chaotically.

6.7

Beam evolution around the region of continuously self-defocusing beams

As the last example, we consider the sohton evolution next to the region of continuously self-defocusing beams (region II) shown in Fig.6.7b. The beam evolution
is similar across the whole lower left boundary (black solid curve). Thus, we consider a single line of exit from this region at e = 5 (tri-color arrow in the top of
Fig.6.7b). The beam is transformed into a pulsating one on the yellow part of the
arrow and further into the exploding soliton at the red part of the arrow. However,
our sinmlations show that upon these transformations the beams do not lose the
radial synnnetry.

A typical example of bifurcation diagram when moving along the tri-color line
out of the region of stationary beams is shown in Fig.6.18. The power Q is finite
and stays constant in z at values of ^ higher t h a n 0.55. At

w 0.55, we observe an

Andronov-Hopf bifurcation where the beam starts to pulsate. These pulsations are
revealed with the splitting of the Q value into a maximum, QM, and a minimum
Qm values in the bifurcation diagram. This occurs at /S w 0.55. An example of
oscillating Q{z) is shown in the inset of Fig.6.18 by the magenta dashed curve. It
is taken at /3 = 0.42. This value of jS is indicated by the vertical dashed line in
the bifurcation diagram itself. As mentioned, the beam stays radially symmetric in
these pulsations. Any perturbation with radial asymmetry vanishes on propagation.
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Figure 6.18: (a) Bifurcation

diagram at the boundary of the region II. Parameters

the system are given inside the plot.

An Andronov-Hopf

self-defocusing

one occurs at j3 = 0.55.

beam into a pulsating

power evolution with z for two cases: j3 = 0.42 (magenta)
the interval 0.41 < /3 < 055 the beam is pulsating.
evolution is chaotic at the values of P < 0.41.
beam explosions.

bifurcation

of a

stationary

The inset shows the

and /3 = 0.4 (amber).

The Q{z) curve is harmonic.
The Q{z)-curve

of

In
The

(amber) reveals the

The picture in (b) shows one period of evolution

of the

pulsating

beam at (3 = 0.42.

At lower values of /3, the evolution becomes chaotic. This happens below (3 «
0.41. Then instead of just two values of Q, we have a wide range of values, corresponding to local maxima and minima of Q. T h e beam in this region becomes an
exploding one. Its width increases dramatically to high values and the corresponding power also increases. The soliton explosions are similar to those observed in the
(1 + 1)-D case [59, 26]. They occur intermittently and each explosion is different

from the previous one. The increase of Q for one explosion is shown in the inset of
Fig.6.18 with the amber curve. The radial symmetry is lost at the explosion point
but it is restored again in returning back to a beam with radial symmetry. These
two types of evolution are the only ones that we were able to observe near the region
of existence of self-defocusing beams.

Conclusion
To summarise this chapter, we studied a variety of two-dimensional beams and their
evolution in dissipative media beyond the two main regions of existence of stable
stationary beams with radial symmetry (regions of ground state solitons). Around
the boundaries of existence of two types of stationary solutions, we have observed
rotating, and/or oscillating beams with complex shapes. These solutions lack radial
symmetry and can have oval shape. Moreover, they can consist of two or four beams
of basic structure. The solutions may rotate as well. These solutions appear close
to the upper boundary of existence of regular solitons.
Another type of dynamical behaviour is provided by pulsating solitons. Pulsating
solutions are circularly symmetric and they can be transformed into exploding beams
when changing equation parameters. The latter are observed at the boundary of
existence of anti-solitons. Numerical examples of the complex behaviour of these
beams are presented. The latter type of soliton beams cannot be predicted using a
reduced model.
We have found a multiplicity of transverse shapes of solitons and a myriad of
bifurcations between them. We have also found that the beam shapes and their
evolution depend strongly on which of the two regions in the parameter space we
are close to. Near the region of stable stationary continuously self-focusing solitons
(region I of ground state sohtons) we have found several types of bifurcations. (1)
Bifurcation into a stable stationary beam of elliptic shape. (2) Bifurcation into pulsating beams with harmonic pulsations or more complicated pulsations with highly
involved shape evolution.

Beams can be pulsating and rotating simultaneously.

Some of the evolution scenarios are caused by the soliton 'attempting' to split into
two separate beams. Generally speaking, any bifurcation around this region destroys

the radial symmetry of the solution.
On the other hand, near the region of stable stationary continuously self-defocusing
beams (region II of ground state solitons), the soliton keeps its radial symmetry after the bifurcation. Beams in this case are pulsating but stay radially symmetric.
Pulsating beams can further be transformed into exploding ones, that lose the radial
symmetry at the moment of the explosion but recover the original profile between
the explosions.

Chapter 7
Dissipative ring solitons with
vorticity
The material presented in this chapter appears in my pubhcation [87].
Vortices are screw wave front defects that appear in many branches of physics
84, 85, 86].

In recent years, they have attracted much attention in optics [88].

Optical vortices in nonlinear media have special properties and they have been
dubbed 'vortex solitons' [89, 90, 91, 92]. They can exist both in continuous [93,
94, 95] and periodic media [96, 97, 98, 99].

Vortices can be located on a plane

wave which requires an infinite energy to support them.

In reality, most of the

studies were restricted to optical vortices that are nested in bright beams [100, 101].
The requirement of zero field at the center of the beam converts them into ring
structures. These can exist as exact solutions of nonlinear wave equations. Vortex
ring sohtons with high value of vorticity are of special interest [102]. Their stability
in conservative media is a controversial issue [103, 104]. Generally, ring structures
in conservative media have been found to be unstable in respect to modulation
instabihty [105]. The result of such instability is usually the filamentation of the
beam. In this respect, we should note that the stability properties of vortex solitons
in dissipative media [106, 81, 107, 108] are quite different from those in conservative
media. Thus, dissipative sohton structures require separate studies.
The major observation derived from our studies is that there is a multiplicity of
the dissipative ring solitons. We have found families of ring solitons with arbitrary

vorticity, (m), including higher-order ones (m > 2). For each m, there is a variety of
such solutions with the ground state being a stable ring with azimuthal symmetry.
The radius of the ring grows with increasing m.

They are stable and stationary

in large regions of the parameter space. Other types of solutions with the same m
bifurcate from the ground state branch at certain values of the parameters. When
the vortex ring solitons lose their cyhndrical symmetry, they become modulated and
exhibit a rmmber of amplitude maxima along the ring. This number is usually equal
to the value of the vorticity plus one, i.e. m + 1. Generally speaking, vortex solitons
without cyhndrical symmetry exist in narrower regions of the parameter space and
their shapes vary. They remain as a complete ring but acquire a nontrivial azimuthal
structure. The ring itself may pulsate and rotate simultaneously or can be involved in
only one of these motions. The dynamics of the highest complexity is a chaotic one.
Below, we present numerical results for the ring solitons with vorticity m = 1,2,3
and 4 respectively. Each case can be considered as special, because the bifurcation
diagram for each m is different. The cases of higher vorticity are treated in the
Section 7.6.

7.1

Initial conditions

As in the two previous chapters, our present study is based on the (2-|-l)-dimensional
complex Ginzburg-Landau equation (5.1) where where we explicitly use the twodimensional transverse Laplacian:

As before, the main parameter of the solution that we calculate in simulations is the
beam power (6.1). Monitoring Q allows us to reveal the stability of a solution, see
the pulsating solutions and find bifurcations in an easy way. Thus, monitoring the
power, <5, provides us with essential information about soliton solutions.
Localized structures with vorticity can be created using initial conditions with
rotating phase. Additionally, to generate predominantly radially symmetric structures, the initial conditions umst also have radial synmietry.

We have used the

following initial condition, noting that it satisfies the above criteria:
/

i^ix, y, 0) =
where r =

AOT"'

exp

+ imO

(7.1)

m is the vorticity, 9 = arctan(y/x), w is an approximate

radius of the ring structure to be created, and Ao is a real amplitude that should
generate sufficient power to place the initial condition into a basin of attraction of a
ring vortex soliton. The initial condition converges to the solution which is stable at
the chosen parameters of the equation. In cases when there are two or more stable
solutions simultaneously, we have to take additional care choosing the parameters
of the initial condition such that it falls into the desired basin of attraction. Once
a soliton solution is found for a given set of equation parameters, we use it as the
initial condition for a nearby set of parameters. This technique is the main tool when
looking for the contirmous range of existence of solitons of the same type. A random
perturbation can be added to stimulate the development of any asymmetry if the
stationary solution has one. Numerical noise can also stimulate the asymmetry of
the solution. However, the actual convergence to the stable solution in this instance
takes longer distances
We started oiu* simulations finding only radially symmetric solutions. Usually
these solutions occupy finite, relatively large regions in the parameter space. Solutions with different values of m may exist simultaneously at the same set of the
equation parameters. Moreover, the regions of existence of vortex solitons with different rn roughly coincide. Only the edges of these regions vary shghtly with the
value of m. This can be seen from Fig.7.1 which shows the power, Q, versus e for
radially-symmetric vortex solutions of different vorticity. The set of parameters used
in these simulations is shown inside the figure. For a given e value, the power Q
of these solutions is proportional to m with high accuracy, i.e. the solution with
vorticity m > 1 has virtually m times the power of the vortex sohton with m = 1.
The examples for values of m from 1 to 5 allow us to conclude that ring vortex
solitons with m higher than 5 must also exist. At higher values of m, the solutions
are gradually transformed into round strips of finite width. Thus, at higher m, their
stability is related to the stability of the stripe. This means that ring vortex solitons
can exist for any higher m value.

T h e region of existence for ring vortex solitons is relatively large in every direction
in the parameter space.

Even if the parameters are moved well away from those

given in Fig.7.1, the curves have similar width in e domain.

In the rest of this

chapter, we specify the set of parameters (5,/?,/i, u) to be ( - 0 . 1 , 0 . 1 , - 0 . 0 4 , - 0 . 0 2 )
and change only e to observe the bifurcations. For this set of parameters, radially
symmetric solutions with any particular m also exist in a finite range of e values.
Beyond that range we can observe other types of solutions. These include solutions
with broken radial symmetry and non-stationary localized rings. T h e y can b e found
when, starting from a symmetric vortex solution, we continuously change one of the
equation parameters fixing ah the others.

At a point of bifurcation, the radially

symmetric solution ceases to be stable, and a qualitatively new type of solution
appears.

T h e transformations and their location in the parameter space depend

very much on the value of m. Therefore, in what follows, we consider separately the
bifurcation diagrams for each m.
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Figure 7.1: The power Q vs e for the radially symmetric

1

0.28
vortex dissipative

solitons

with m — 1,2,3,4 and 5. Note the logarithmic scale along the vertical axis.

7.2

Ring vortex solitons with m = 1

Using the set of parameters given in the previous section, we have found a variety
of stable ring solitons with vorticity m =
the e domain.

1 and the ranges of their existence in

These ranges are presented in Fig.7.2 with the color curves in the

Q{e) diagram. Different colors indicate different types of solution. Namely, vortex
solutions that are represented by the red curve are radially symmetric, while the
blue and green curves represent vortex solitons with broken radial symmetry.

In

particular, the green dashed curve corresponds to unstable stationary solutions, the
green solid line stands for stable stationary ones, and the blue strip represents stable
pulsating ring structures. T h e finite width of this strip shows the range of Q-values
that the soliton takes in its oscillations.
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Figure 7.2: Power Q versus e diagram for the ring solitons with vorticity m = 1. The
red and blue curves and the solid part of the green curve correspond to stable

solutions,

while the dashed green one is for unstable ones. Solutions on the red curve have a radially symmetric

amplitude profile while other solutions are radially asymmetric.

yellow inset in the lower right corner is a magnification

of the curves enclosed into the

small yellow rectangle in the upper left part of the main diagram.
shows more clearly the bifurcation

of the pulsating vortex solutions

the stationary

ones (green

radially asymmetric

The

This

magnification

(blue strip)

from

curve).

In order to plot these curves, we started the numerical simulations at the point
e = 0.88 using the initial conditions (7.1). From this point, we moved step by step
in the directions of decreasing and increasing e and found new solutions using the
solution at the previous point as initial condition for the new point.

When e is

decreased below 0.80, the radially symmetric vortex solution loses its stability and
transforms itself into a vortex soliton without radial symmetry. This transition is
shown by the black vertical arrow pointing at a solid dot on the green dashed curve.

Solutions on the dashed part of the green curve turned out t o b e weakly unstable.
T h e y are transformed upon further propagation into pulsating vortex ring solitons.
This transformation is shown by the smaller black arrow above the first one.
6 = - 0.1 , p = 0.1 , e = 0.8 , V = - 0.02 ,\i = - 0.04

(a)

/ | (b)

Figure 7.3: 2D vortex soliton profiles for m — 1 for the equation parameters,

written

in the upper left part of the figure. In the cases (a) and (h) the power, Q is constant,
while for (c) the power is a periodic function of z, as it is shown on top of the panel
(c).

Starting the simulations with this new radially asymmetric solution as initial
condition, we can plot the Q{e)

curves for these branches of solitons in the same

way as described above, i. e. increasing and decreasing e in small increments. For
clarity, the part of the curves enclosed into the small yellow rectangle in the upper
left corner of the diagram is magnified and plotted separately in the lower right hand
side yeUow panel of Fig.7.2. This inset shows clearly the bifurcation of the pulsating
solutions from the stationary radially asymmetric ring solitons. T h e latter solutions
turn out to be unstable to the left of the point of bifurcation (i. e. on the dashed
green line). T h e instability is actually weak and these solutions still can serve as
temporary attractors for initial conditions that are close to the radially symmetric
solitons of the red curve. This is why the transition shown by the black arrow stops
temporarily at the solid green circle before the solution is further transformed into
the pulsating soliton of the blue strip. Radially asymmetric vortex solitons exist up
to the point e = 0.821. Further increase of e transforms them into radially symmetric
ring solitons. This transition is shown by the black arrow directed down to the red
curve. T h e two arrows enclose the hysteresis cycle.
Soliton profiles in the (x, y) plane for the three types of solutions described above

are presented in Fig.7.3. T h e color of the plot corresponds to the color of the curve in
Fig.7.2 to which they belong. All profiles are calculated for the same set of equation
parameters.

T h e y are given on the top of the figure. The profile shown in red is

radially symmetric while the solutions (b) and (c) are not. The profile in (b) still
has two-fold azimuthal symmetry which is lost in further transformations. The two
latter solutions rotate on propagation. T h e profile (c) also changes periodically in
z. Consequently, the power Q osciUates as shown in the upper blue panel in (c).

Figure 7.4: (Upper row) Contour color plots of the soliton profiles shown in Fig.7.3.
(Lower row) Contour color plots of the phase profiles for the same solutions.
soliton profile shown in (cl) undergoes periodic

The

evolution.

Contour color plots of the same soliton profiles are shown in the upper row of
Fig. 7.4.

This plot shows clearly that the solitons of the red branch are radially

symmetric while the solitons of the blue and green branches are not. The lower row
of Fig.7.4 shows the phase contour plots for each solution. In each case, the phase
increases by 27r in one rotation around the center of the ring.
Ordinary bell-shaped solitons with zero vorticity also exist at this range of parameters. T h e y are not shown here because the power Q for them is much below
the scale of Fig.7.2. Namely for the equation parameters presented in Fig.7.2, they
are stable in the interval of e values: [0.30, 0.89]. This means that if any of the ring
vortex solitons loses stability for one or another reason inside the above interval,

it will b e transformed into a finite number of plain bell-shaped dissipative solitons.
T h e process is similar to a small scale filamentation of the rings [105 .

7.3

Ring solitons with m = 2

Following the same procedure as above we have obtained the regions of existence
of vortex solitons with m = 2 for the same set of parameters as in the previous
case. These regions are presented in Fig.7.5 by the red and blue curves. In contrast
to the case m =

1, we have only two branches of ring vortex solitons.

T h e red

curve corresponds to sohtons with circular symmetry while the radially asymmetric
solitons are shown with the blue curve.

In each case, the solutions have constant

power, Q, at any fixed e although radially asymmetric sohtons may change the shape
in propagation. In particular, the sohtons represented by the blue curve are close to
having a triangular shape with three maxima. In addition, this triangular structure
rotates with a constant angular velocity.
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Figure 7.5: Regions of existence

of vortex solitons with m = 2. The red curve

sponds to the radially symmetric

ring solitons.

are radially asymmetric.

corre-

Solitons represented by the blue curve

The thick filled green circle indicates the location, in the

parameter space, of the vortex soliton whose intensity and phase profiles are shown in
Fig. 7.6.

A n illustrative example of this class of ring vortex sohtons is shown in Fig.7.6.
This example corresponds to the thick hlled green circle in Fig.7.5.

T h e soliton

with m = 2 has approximately the same amplitude as the one with rn = 1 as it is

mainly defined by the values of the dissipative parameters 6, e and /i. However, it
occupies a wider space in the (x, y)-plane, thus resulting in a higher value for its
power, Q. Another difference from the case m = 1 is that the regions of existence
in the e-domain are shifted to smaller values of e. This is due to the choice of the
system parameters which are different from those presented in Fig.7.1.
Radially asymmetric sohtons on the blue curve are stable. An unstable branch
may also exist. It would be natural for this curve to start as a bifurcation at the red
curve. However, our numerical technique does not allow us to find these solutions.
When changing e and reaching the right hand side limit of the blue curve, we found
a direct transformation of the radially asymmetric ring sohtons into the radially
symmetric solitons of the red branch.

T h e reverse transformation occurs at the

leftmost point of the red curve.
V
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Figure 7.6: Radially
intensity profile,
plane.

asymmetric

ring vortex soliton with m = 2. (a) 3-D plot of the

(h) Color contour plot of the same intensity profile in the

(c) Color contour plot of the phase profile.

The system parameters

are

(x,y)chosen

at the thick filled green circle in Fig. 7.5.

A remarkable feature of the radially asymmetric ring vortex soliton is a three-fold
azimuthal bending symmetry along with the specific amplitude modulation. Namely,
the number of maxima along the soliton ring is 3 rather than 2. T h e same type of
modulation is observed for radially asymmetric ring solitons with m = 1 and m = 3.
Namely, the rmmber of maxima is equal to m + 1 (see below for the case m =

3).

Clearly, the bending symmetry and the amplitude modulation are more related to
the length of the ring rather than to its vorticity. In conservative systems, the ring
structure can be split into a number of separate beams that depends on the ring

diameter [105]. The latter is defined by the growth rate dependence on the spatial
frequency of the modulation.

In contrast to liigher-order beams in conservative

media, here, the modulation of the ring dissipative solitons is incomplete, and the
ring structure of the soliton does not actually spht it into separate beams.

7.4

R i n g solitons w i t h m = 3

The regions of existence of ring solitons with m = 3 are shown in Fig.7.7. Although
the radially symmetric ring solitons may have very similar curves for their regions
of existence independent of m, their bifurcations into the radially asymmetric ring
structures vary significantly with m. The color notations for the curves in Fig.7.7
are the same as in the previous examples. In the case of m = 3, the stable radially asymmetric solutions are completely separated in the e-domain from the stable
radially symmetric solutions. Namely, the solid part of the red curve starts when
the solid part of the blue curve ends, i.e. the radially symmetric solutions become
unstable when the radially asymmetric solutions appear.
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of vortex solitons
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with m = 3 in the e domain.
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All solutions presented in Fig.7.7 have fixed power Q at any given e. We did
not find pulsating solitons in the region of e shown in Fig.7.7. The solitons of the
branch coloured in blue have four-fold bending symmetry. They become unstable
when another type of soliton, which is completely asymmetric, appears. They are

represented by the green branch.

In this region, sohtons with four-fold bending

symmetry are unstable; this is shown by a dashed blue line. The growth rate of
the instabihty is small and this allows us to find them using our technique.

Two

illustrative examples of the solutions with m = 3 can be seen in Figs.7.8 and 7.9.
Fig. 7.8 shows the intensity profiles of the two radially asymmetric solutions for
e = 0.74. They are shown in the same color as the corresponding curves in Fig.7.7.
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Figure 7.8:

3-D intensity

profiles

whose location in the parameter

of the radially asymmetric

Q=135.9
E = 0.74

(b)

ring vortex

solutions

space is indicated in Fig. 7.7 by the gray filled circles.

The two profiles belong to (a) the green and b) the blue branches of solitons in Fig. 7.7
respectively.
converges,

The green profile is stable while the blue one is slightly unstable and
on propagation,

bending symmetry

to the green one.

The intensity profile (b) has

while the profile in (a) is completely

more clearly the difference

asymmetric.

four-fold

Fig.7 9 shows

between them.

Each profile is modulated with four maxima and in Fig.7.8 they might look
similar to each other.

The difference can be seen clearly in Fig.7.9.

While the

solution of the blue branch ( b l ) possess a four-fold azimuthal symmetry having
roughly a square shape in the transverse plane, the solution shown in green ( a l )
does not have that symmetry. The phase profiles corresponding to these solutions
are shown in the lower panels of Fig.7.9.

Figure 7.9: (upper row) Color contour plots of the intensity in the {x, y) plane of the
ring solitons with m — 3 shown in Fig. 7.8. (lower row) Phase profiles for the same
solitons.

The right column corresponds to the upper grey filled circle in Fig. 7.7 while

the left column to the lower circle.

7.5

Ring solitons with m = 4

As the vorticity of the ring increases, so does the power of the sohitions.

This is

basicaUy because their diameter becomes larger while the width of the ring is kept
essentially constant.

Apart from that, the power versus 6 diagrams for radially

symmetric solitons look similar for all rn. However, the transformations to solutions
with broken symmetry b e c o m e more complicated for higher values of rn. Thus, the
bifurcation diagrams are also becoming more complicated.
A m o n g the cases m = 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , we found the most c o m p l e x bifurcation diagram
for the case m = 4. It is shown in Fig.7.10. As on the previous diagrams, the red line
corresponds to the solutions with radial symmetry. T h e bifurcation into ring solitons
with broken radial symmetry occurs at the edge of this range at e ^ 0.76. T h e solid
blue line corresponds to stable stationary solitons without radial synnnetry. For each
e, they have a fixed value of power Q. These solutions have a pentagonal shape close
to the bifurcation point e ^ 0.76.

Five-fold synnnetry disappears at lower values

of € and the shape of the solution becomes totally asymmetric. This is illustrated
in Fig.7.11. While the solution for e = 0.75 (b), close to the bifurcation point still
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Figure 7.10: Bifurcation diagram for the ring vortex solitons with m = 4. The upper
left yellow inset is a magnified part of the diagram in the lower small yellow box. In
the inset, instead or representing the allowed values ofQ on propagation, only maxima
(red) and minima (blue) of Q{z) are shown

has approximately a pentagonal shape, the one for e = 0.73 (a) does not have anyparticular symmetry. In each case, the ring has 5 intensity maxima.
Bifurcation into pulsating solitons occurs at e « 0.727. This point corresponds
to the right h a n d side limit of the lower little yellow box in Fig.7.10. A magnified
portion of this p a r t of the bifurcation diagram is shown in the upper yellow inset of
Fig.7.10. In this inset, instead of representing the allowed values of Q, we show the
m a x i m a in red, Qm, and minima Qm, in blue, of the function Q{z). These values are
taken when they become fixed after the solution has converged to a pulsating soliton
and any transitional behavior between the initial conditions and the final state has
vanished. Oscillations occur with a single frequency when e is close to the point of
bifurcation. More frequencies appear at lower values of e, thus resulting in wider
strips for m a x i m a and minima.

T h e motion becomes chaotic at e around 0.715.

Bifurcation into a chaotic pulsation results in two strips mixed into a single wide
b a n d of Q values. In this example, we have a continuous transition into a chaotic
state by increasing the number of frequencies involved in the dynamics rather t h a n
through a sequence of period doubling bifurcations [26].
In order to show the multi-frequency dynamics of the oscillations of the ring
sohtons in the region of e below 0.76, we present some illustrative Q{z) curves in
Fig.7.12. These curves are plotted for the values of e shown by the three vertical
coloured strips in Fig.7.10 (hght blue, magenta and orange).

The corresponding

Figure 7.11: Two examples of radially asymmetric

ring solitons with m — 4.

curves in Fig.7.12 have the same colors. T h e hght blue line with constant Q shows
t h a t the ring soliton at this e has a fixed power despite the fact t h a t t h e ring soliton
has lost its radial symmetry. T h e curve in m a g e n t a shows a multi-frequency d y n a m ics of a pulsating ring soliton. Finally, the orange curve shows a completely chaotic
behavior of the solution at e = 0.72. We should note t h a t there can be intermediate
bifurcations where new frequencies are added into t h e dynamics. However, the density of these bifurcations is high along the e axis, so the bifurcation points cannot
be easily distinguished in our numerical simulations.
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7.6

Ring solitons with m = 9

As it can be seen from Fig.7.1, ring solitons have a wide range of existence which
does not shrink with increasing the vorticity m.

This fact allows us to conclude

that ring sohtons exist for any higher integer value of m. The fundamental mode
always has radial symmetry. T h e modes which have lower symmetry bifurcate from
the fundamental mode.

Clearly, in the frame of a single topic, we can present

only a limited number of examples. Thus, to confirm the existence of ring sohtons
with higher values of m , we conclude the chapter with the case m = 9.

Firstly,

we confirmed that radially symmetric rings do exist in the region of parameters
comparable in size with the regions for low values of m.

Secondly, we have found

a sequence of complicated bifurcations which are not shown here because of the
extreme complexity of the bifurcation diagram. Instead, we present just one example
of a ring soliton profile. Namely, we have chosen a case which includes a few new
striking features, as a result of several bifurcations.

Namely, we have chosen the

case, which gained a few new striking features as a result of several bifurcations.

Figure 7.13: (a) Three-dimensional plot of the ring soliton with m = 9 for e = 0.745.
Color contour plots of (b) the intensity and (c) the phase of the same vortex dissipative
soliton.

T h e first bifurcation is usually related to modulation instability.

It creates a

modulated structure along the ring with a number of maxima that can coincide
with m + 1 but can also be different from that. In fact, in the case presented here
(Fig.7.13), the number of maxima does coincide with m. This modulated structure
can be seen in Fig.7.13a. Another bifurcation results in the loss of radial symmetry
and creates the bending structure. In the case shown in Fig. 7.13b, the soliton still

has four-fold bending symmetry. This can also be lost in subsequent bifurcations.
However, w h a t remains constant in all t r a n s f o r m a t i o n s is t h e vorticity m . T h e value
m = 9 can easily be counted from the phase profile of t h e soliton in Fig.7.13c.
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Figure 7.14: Double periodic evolution of Q vs z for vortex dissipative soliton
m — 9 (blue curve).

with

The yellow inset on the top of the figure shows a magnified part

of the blue curve enclosed into a small yellow box to the right of z = 0.

Subsequent bifurcations add oscillations into t h e structure, t h u s forcing t h e soliton to pulsate.

After a set of bifurcations, t h e ring soliton with rn = 9 becomes

a pulsating solution with two frequencies. These two frequencies are clearly seen
in Fig.7.14 t h a t shows evolution of Q along 2 for this pulsating solution.

One of

t h e m is related to the fast rotation of the m o d u l a t e d s t r u c t u r e clockwise around
t h e ring. T h e lower frequency is related t o t h e rotation of the four-fold azimuthally
bent structure in the anti-clockwise direction. Each of these motions can be imagined from the plots presented in Fig.7.15. Of course, b o t h t h e left a n d right plots
corresponds to a fixed value of 2;. For different values of

they would a p p e a r in

rotated positions. In Fig.7.15a, in order to show clearly the nine m a x i m a along the
ring, only t h e field intensities t h a t exceed the value 0.95 of t h e absolute m a x i m u m
of the field intensity are shown. Each of t h e two frequencies appears as a result of
a separate bifurcation similar to those presented in t h e d i a g r a m s for lower values
of m. W h e n increasing rn however, the complexity of t h e bifurcation diagrams also
increases. Nevertheless, the ring structure is preserved t h r o u g h all the bifurcations.
T h e ring solitons gradually lose higher-order synnnetries and become complicated,
b o t h in shape and in dynamics. As a final complication, t h e motion of the ring may
become chaotic.

Figure 7.15: (a) The vortex dissipative soliton (m = 9) with nine maxima, at fixed z.
When z changes, it rotates rapidly clockwise, (b) The dissipative soliton with four-fold
bending symmetry;

it slowly rotates in the opposite direction.

These features are characteristic for the ring sohtons with values of m higher
t h a n 9. T h e radius of t h e ring increases with m but the a m p h t u d e of the ring stays
t h e same. Thus, the power inside the ring increases roughly linearly with m. There
is an infinite number of t h e m b u t we have to limit ourselves to the lowest order ones.
This last case concludes our presentation of the dissipative ring vortex sohtons and
their properties.

Conclusions
To conclude this chapter, we stTidied ( 2 + l ) - D ring vortex structures in dissipative
media governed by the complex cubic-quintic Ginzburg-Landau equation. We have
found regions of stability for ring solitons with vorticity m ranging from 1 to 5 and
additionally for m — 9. T h e existence of vortex ring sohtons with m from 1 to 5 and
t h e fact t h a t their region of existence does not shrink when increasing m to 9 shows
clearly t h a t such structures can exist for any higher value of m. The unique property
of dissipative ring structures is their bifurcation pattern. Radially symmetric ring
structures can be transformed into ring structures which are modulated or bent
along t h e ring. They can also pulsate periodically or chaotically. Despite all these
transformations, they remain stable as a single ring with given m. These properties
make t h e m distinctively different from any known vortex solitons in conservative
media.
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Chapter 8
Rogue waves and their
perturbations
The material presented in this chapter appears in my pnbhcation [109].
The effect of various perturbations on the fundamental rational solution of the
nonlinear Schrddinger equation (NLSE) is studied in this Chapter. This solution describes generic nonlinear wave phenomena in the deep ocean, including the notorious
rogue waves. It also describes light pulses in optical fibres. It is demonstrated that
the solution can survive at least three types of perturbations that are often used
in the physics of nonlinear waves. It is shown that the rational solution remains
rational and localized in each direction, thus representing a modified rogue wave.

8.1

Brief introduction to "Rogue waves"

"Rogue waves" (or freak waves) are single waves appearing in the ocean with amplitudes much higher than the average wave crests around them [110]. They were
considered mysterious until direct measurements confirmed their appearance in real
life [111]. Linear wave theories are having difficulties in explaining such waves [112,
113, 114]. In contrast, nonlinear theories of ocean waves [115, 116, 117, 118, 119]
are promising. The waves may arise from the instability of a certain class of initial
conditions that tend to grow exponentially and thus have the possibility of increasing up to very high amplitudes, due to modulation instability [120, 121]. Recently

122], it has been found that rogue waves can be generated in optical systems, thus
creating the possibility of producing highly energetic optical pulses. The focusing
NLSE [25]

(8.1)
where x is the propagation variable and t is time in the moving frame, is applicable
in the description of waves both in deep water [112] and optical fibers [123, 124
with the function \xlj{x,t)\ being the envelope of the waves.

8.2

Theoretical model and results

In this Chapter, we consider equations that describe conservative systems. However,
solutions to these ec|uations have a constant background which can be considered as
the energy reservoir. Thus, the localised part of the solution is a dissipative soliton
in terms of our definition. It consumes and dissipates the energy from and into this
unlimited source of energy.
Below, the NLSE has been extended to include a self-steepening term, ~ SQ ^(IV'PV')^
a term related to the self-frequency shift, ^ afip

and a 3-rd order dispersion

term, ~ 'Js'ipttt [124, 125], all three with a small factor, s, to emphasize that they are
perturbing terms.

•d^

where coefficients

, m2 ,

.

+

isi^ttt

= 0,

(8.2)

a j and 73 are three independent parameters (of order 1) con-

troUing the relative contribution of each effect. When s = 0, the equation reduces to
the NLSE. All three terms introduce asymmetry along the t-variable and represent
higher-order corrections to the group velocity dispersion term. The three terms in
the above form have been considered by many authors, e.g. [126, 127, 128, 129, 130 .
The modified NLSE is integrable for some particular combinations of the 3 parameters [131]. The coefficients have to be independent to cover all cases - these are
generally not integrable.

8.3

Peregrine soliton

It is well-known [132] that the NLSE (8.1) has a rational solution that is located on
a non-zero background and localized both in the x and t directions
1 -h 2ix
1 + 4x2 + 4^2

-

1

(8.3)

This is shown in Fig.8.1. It describes the simplest example of a wave that "appears
from nowhere and disappears without a trace" ( W A N D T ) [133].

The Peregrine

soliton was first observed experimentally in a recent work [134]. In physical terms,
such a solution concentrates the energy of the background into a small region due to
the nonlinear properties of the medium. Less known is the fact that the NLSE has a
hierarchy of such solutions with amplitudes increasing with order [133, 135]. Higher
order solutions are able to concentrate great amounts of energy into a relatively
small area in space. This property of the nonlinear system under consideration may
serve as the basis for the scientific explanation of rogue waves that can, in a single
action, destroy the biggest ships travelling the vast expanses of the world's oceans

111].

Figure 8.1: First-order rational solution
A method for generating the whole hierarchy of rational solutions has been presented recently in [135]. Each solution of the hierarchy represents a unique event
in time, as it increases its amplitiide exponentially in time, reaches its maximum
value and finally decays symmetrically, also in an exponential manner. Such a wave
is usually an envelope of a carrier wave with a wavelength smaller than the central
region of the envelope.

The general way to write each of the above rational NLSE solutions is:

-tpjix.t) =

Dj{x,t)

exp IX

where Gj, Hj and Dj are polynomials in x and t, with Dj having no real zeros and
j being the order of the solution. For the lowest order solution j = 1, we obtain
C i = 4,

= 8 and Di = D = l +

+

and so arrive to Eq.(8.3). This solution

is known as the Peregrine soliton, in honour of the first person to show that such a
solution could be the prototype of rogue waves in the ocean [136]. The polynomials
describing the higher order rational solutions can be found in [135]. See also [137]
for an interactive demonstration. Quite remarkably, these waves can be generated
from random initial conditions on a unit background with a nearly fiat sea-level
[138]. Thus, it is no wonder that they can indeed be excited in the ocean by random
wave patterns that are always present in all parts of the world's seas.

8.4

The limit of Akhmediev breathers

It could be also possible to look at rogue waves from a different perspective [135].
Namely, the Peregrine soliton is a limiting case of the so-called 'Akhmediev breathers'
(ABs) [139, 140, 141, 142, 143] ~ a one-parameter family of growing-decaying type
solutions that also belong to the class of waves that appear from nowhere and disappear without a trace. Thus, ABs can also be considered as one of the ways to
describe rogues waves [139, 140].

Each is extended in the transverse direction t,

making the rogue wave less localized. Since the family has a parameter in the solutions, there is more freedom to excite them from a wider variety of initial conditions.
Finally, a collision of ABs can generate a wave that has a much larger peak at the
point of collision [135].
To make a fully realistic model, we should take into account finite water depth,
bottom friction [141], dissipation and other effects which are always present in the
real ocean. A question arises as to whether we can expect that various perturbations
will inhibit or even prevent the development of modulation instability, ABs and the
resulting rogue waves. For fibres, the influence of loss was investigated in [144, 145],
and some other perturbations have been studied in [146, 147]. For the ocean, a loss

term has been taken into account in [148, 149]. The initial conditions for the creation
of rogue waves can be part of natural chaotic small amplitude waves in the ocean.
In fibres, they can be specifically set up to produce high energy pulses. Specific sea
floor topography may infiuence the formation of rogue waves. In particular, it may
enhance or inhibit their formation, and the influence of three types of perturbations
on the rational solutions will be considered: can the rational solution remain rational
and, at the same time, stay localized, when the perturbations are applied? And
result is: yes, a rational solution can still exist when perturbing terms are added to
the NLSE.

8.5 Perturbation theory
In order to prove this answer, a perturbation solution of the form is applied:
V'p =

+ 2tx) - I + ^ [ f { x , t ) -

tk{x,t)

(8.5)

W'e try to find polynomials f{x, t) and k{x, t) so that ipp satisfies the original equation
(8.2). Namely, these polynomials are written in general form and then the coefficients of each term must obey the rule that ensures that (8.5) is the solution of (8.2)
to order s. The procedure is fairly straightforward. Performing the calculations, we
can find
f{x,t)

and

= 32{af+ 6j3 + 2sa)t^+ 4aot^
-8(3a/ + 673 + 4sa)t + 2cixt
+ [96(a/ + 2(73 + Sa))t - 4ao] + ao

k{x, t) = cit + 4(8(3a/ + 673 + S s j t - ao)x.

where oq and Ci are arbitrary coefficients. We can translate the rogue wave along the
X and t directions, and note that tptr ^ -^{l + 2i{x - sxq)) - 1 e'® also satisfies
the NLSE, where
= 1 + 4(a: - s Xof + 4 { t - s ^o)^ with xq and to being arbitrary.
This can be expanded and put into the same form as eq.(8.5), and we can see that
ao and Ci simply correspond to small translations, with oq = -8x0 and Ci = 32^0-

To eliminate this trivial part of the perturbation solution, we can set ao = 0 and
Ci = 0. Then
f{x, t) = 8t(4(a/ + 673 + 2sa)t^ + 12(a/ + 2(73 +

- S a f - 673 - 4sa)

(8.6)

and
k{x, t) = 32(3a/ + 673 + 5sa)tx.

(8.7)

These two equations provide the perturbation solution that was sought. They are
rational functions, so that the full solution remains in the class of rational functions.
Moreover, the highest power in each of these functions is lower than the powers in
the denominator polynomial,

Thus, the solution remains localized, just like

the original rogue wave solution. The perturbed solution is illustrated in Fig.8.2.
Firstly, the solution becomes asymmetric relative to mirror images along axes t = 0
and X = 0 but there is still inversion symmetry relative to the origin. Secondly, the
central peak is now split into two new ones. Nevertheless, the main feature of being
a WANDT-type solution is still there!

p\2

Figure 8.2: First order rational solution perturbed hj the three terms in Eq.(8.2)
that f and k given by Eqns.(8.6)
73 = s / =

and (8.7).

Coefficients

of the perturbations

such
are

= 1, with s = 0.15.

The perturbed solution still has zeros, but they appear in a rotated position
when compared with the basic solution. The two zeros of the fundamental solution
occur at {t,x) =
{t,x) = f zb

while the 2 zeros of the perturbed solution occur at

q: ^ s (673 + Sa)), correct to order s. This rotation is quite evident

in Fig.8.3b. The term a / does not affect the position of the zeros, but does contribute
to the asymmetry of ipp.

-15 -11
Figure 8.3: (a) Perturbed first-order

10

rational solution given by eq.(8.11).

(h)

Contour

plot of the same solution.

The main change to Fig.8.1 is the introduced asymmetry

the solution,

of the zeros. Here aj — —2,73 =

and rotation

1?

of

= 1, with s = 0.25.

The resuh can be simphfied further if particular coefficients are chosen satisfying
the following linear set:
- 3 a / - 673 - 4sa

=

1

a / + 673 + 2sa

=

1.

a / + 2(73 + s„)

=

(8.9)
(8.10)

This is achieved with:
Qf ^

- 2 ,

73

^ 1 ^a
6

Note, that this choice is not related to the integrability of equation (8.2). It allows
us to obtain a simple form for the perturbation solution. As far as it is known, with
this choice, the resulting equation remains non-integrable. Then f{x, t) = StD while
k{x, t) = 0, so the perturbation is purely real, and the full solution reduces to
tp =

— {l + 2ix + 2ist)

- 1

(8.11)

The resulting WANDT, perturbed in this specific way, is plotted in Fig.8.3a. The
main change to the original solution is that it is now asymmetric. Tliis asymmetry
can be seen more clearly in the contour plot of Fig.8.3b.

The perturbation terms that have been considered here are frequently used in
nonhnear fiber optics [150]. Not every term added to NLSE allows us to make similar
calculations. For example, the terms which are often used in the complex cubicquintic Ginzburg-Landau equation are more difficult to treat in a similar fashion.
At this stage, we cannot give any definitive reason for this difference. However, the
mere existence of perturbations that keep rogue waves robust is a remarkable fact
in itself.

Conclusion
In conclusion of this chapter, using a direct approach, it has been shown that rogue
waves described by the first-order rational solution of the NLSE are robust relative
to a certain class of perturbations of the NLSE. This means that strong single waves
form a general group of functions that can be solutions of a class of nonhnear wave
equations that is wider than just the NLSE.

Conclusions
The field of dissipative solitons advanced significantly during my four year research
term, where I have been submerged in this subject. It would not be an overestimate
to say that that number of publications on this topic is presently increasing exponentially. The concept has been significantly enriched. Moreover, additional scientific
terms, like "dissipative soliton lasers", appeared during this time. My contribution
to this field can be estimated as being relatively small. Clearly, it is impossible to
cover the whole range of studies that exist today. However, I hope that each part of
my thesis advances an important part of this field. I have gained certain knowledge
that I developed and shared with other researchers, pubhshing a few manuscripts
(7) and conference proceedings (8).
Despite being published recently (2007), some of these works have been already
cited up to 14 times ('Soliton complexes in dissipative systems: Vibrating, shaking,
and mixed sohton pairs', P R E , 75, 016613 (2007)). Others, like 'Are rogue waves
robust against perturbations?', (Phys.

Lett.

373, 3997 (2009)) are intoxicating

research subjects in themselves. This means that there is a hope that future progress,
to some extent, will be based partly on my work as well. On this positive note, I
would like to conclude the thesis and hope to be able to work more in this exciting
field in the future.
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